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Abstract
Guided authentic scientific inquiry activities can give students a clear picture of the nature of
science and how its fields operate in practice, but such activities are difficult to do well. Too
much structure negates the benefit of open-ended activities and student-led investigation, while
too little can result in frustration or unproductive floundering. The inclusion of scaffolds for
students as well as teachers in such activities is necessary for their successful implementation.
Virtual environments can facilitate open-ended inquiry activities by having built-in scaffolds,
such as feedback that reacts dynamically to the actions of learners in real time. However, sparse
experimental research exists on how formative feedback can best be deployed to students in
open-ended immersive environments compared to more constrained tutoring systems or games.
Additionally, these tools and curricula must include support for teachers in the design and
implementation process if they are to be used in complex classroom settings. Cutting-edge
techniques at the forefront of the educational data mining field are being developed for analyzing
student actions in such settings, and interest in these techniques is steadily growing. This
dissertation documents a pilot implementation of formative feedback tools embedded in the
open-ended virtual world of EcoXPT, an experiential curriculum for learning ecosystems science
and scientific inquiry. The efficacy of various types of feedback and methods of deployment to
both students and teachers are explored, and student outcomes are compared with data from prior
baseline EcoXPT implementations. Compared to students in baseline versions of EcoXPT,
groups with access to these feedback tools had larger scientific epistemology gains, when
iii

controlling for other factors, and made more complete concept maps. Meaningful sequences of
logged actions were identified that correlate positively with outcome measures, and overall
trends in feature usage between teachers in the sample were described. Student feedback on the
utility of the new feedback features is analyzed, and themes from teacher interviews are
described to explore how they used the teacher-facing tools as well as how they saw students
reacting to the additional tools.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Learning technologies have become increasingly prevalent in science classrooms over the
last four decades and have broadly shown promise when used to support types of science
learning that could not be accomplished without them (Krajcik & Mun, 2014). Put another way,
educational technology can be used in an attempt to do things better than traditional methods
(e.g., computerized standardized assessments or classroom response systems), or technologies
can be developed in an attempt to do better things that would otherwise be impossible (e.g.,
dynamically adapt learning and generate feedback in real-time for all users simultaneously;
Fishman & Dede, 2016). Only the latter type of use is transformative, as it aims not to increase
the efficiency of the status quo but instead to enable the best possible teaching and learning that
will prepare students for the modern workforce. Many transformative technologies in the
classroom leverage the large amounts of data generated by virtual or online learning
environments, with their use steadily becoming more commonplace as digital native adults enter
the teaching workforce (Wade, Rasmussen, & Turnbull, 2013). Drawing insights from these data
when available can drive better science instruction, but teachers report low confidence in their
ability to leverage these data in consistent ways (Datnow & Hubbard, 2015).
Additionally, these types of educational “big data” can pose challenges related to the
volume of data produced (how to store it safely yet cost effectively), the wide variety of
structured and unstructured data generated (in potentially incompatible formats with non-aligned
data structures across platforms and sources), the veracity of the data (the accuracy and
applicability of the data for specific use cases), and the velocity of the data (how quickly it is
generated and can be processed to be actionable; Laney, 2001). The educational data mining
(EDM) and learning analytics (LA) communities have embraced these challenges and
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opportunities across a wide array of student data, providing better supports directly to students as
well as providing more actionable information for teachers (Baker & Inventado, 2014). While
there is significant overlap between the two communities, EDM focuses more on automated data
analysis with a reductionist focus whereas LA foregrounds the role of human judgement with a
holistic focus on supporting human intervention (Siemens & Baker, 2012).
Heuristics for dynamic guidance are well understood in tightly structured learning
environments such as intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), programs intended to replicate the oneto-one instruction typically provided by a tutor but without human intervention. The constrained
problems typical of many ITS (e.g., solving systems of equations or physics problems) are
conducive for detecting a student’s puzzlement, determining its degree of productivity, and
formulating appropriate feedback to be delivered by the computer-based system or the teacher
(Roll, Aleven, McLaren, & Koedinger, 2011; Stamper, Eagle, Barnes, & Croy, 2011). While
formative feedback and assessment for students and teachers is a well-studied aspect of ITS and
structured games for learning (e.g., Sabourin, Rowe, Mott, & Lester, 2012; Sao Pedro, Baker, &
Gobert, 2013), open-ended learning environments for complex tasks like collaborative scientific
inquiry pose difficult problems for designers in terms of detecting signs of struggle from a wide
array of actions. The abundance of this diverse information is problematic in comprehending
how best to design and implement interventions to facilitate inquiry; for example, this poses
challenges for teachers and students in understanding when struggles are productive or
unproductive (Kaplinsky, 2015; Warshauer, 2015). As a result, targeting open-ended and
collaborative domains for educational data mining is of increasing interest, as evidenced by this
being selected as the theme for the Twelfth International Conference on Educational Data
Mining (Lynch et al., 2019).
2

Another main purpose of this work is to echo calls to provide equitable technology-based
learning experiences that are designed for traditionally excluded learners across socioeconomic,
racial, cultural, gender, and linguistic spectra (Papendieck, 2018). MOOCs and other popular 21st
century learning platforms have been criticized for doing little to combat inequality or actually
exacerbating the very problem they aim to alleviate (Hansen & Reich, 2015). While the potential
for radical change via educational technology is alluring, efforts to transform education over the
past decade have seen their fair share of spectacular failures (Watters, 2019).
Over the past ten years, the EcoLEARN team at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education has explored the use of advanced immersive technologies to support learning about
the complex causal dynamics of ecosystems (Dede et al., 2019). Through curricula enabled by
immersive virtual environments, augmented reality, and virtual reality, students have the
opportunity to participate in authentic scientific inquiry and to view science as a dynamic process
rather than a body of knowledge or a formulaic procedure. Rooted in the philosophies of designbased research (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012), this work embraces the complexity of real-world
classroom settings and has evolved based on feedback from researchers, teachers, and students.
EcoMUVE, the original multi-user virtual environment (MUVE)-based curriculum
developed by the EcoLEARN team, simulated a both a pond ecosystem and a forest, letting
middle school science students explore the virtual world and tackle problem-based scenarios in
ways that mimic how real ecosystem scientists would address these problems (Metcalf et al.,
2011). EcoMOBILE, a hybrid curriculum focused on field trips to physical pond ecosystems,
was designed to employ augmented reality (AR) to aid transfer of knowledge from the virtual
curriculum to the real world and to situate learning in real watersheds (Kamarainen et al., 2013).
EcoXPT built on EcoMUVE, adding experimental tools to the virtual pond ecosystem to allow
3

students to generate additional causal evidence to support their claims of causal relationships
between biotic and abiotic factors (Dede et al., 2017). Numerous quantitative and mixed method
studies about the efficacy of the EcoLEARN curricula have focused on content gains, shifts in
affective dimensions, and teacher perceptions of the technology (Grotzer et al., 2013;
Kamarainen et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2016; Dede et al., 2019). These projects and their relevant
research findings are elaborated in later chapters.
Building on a decade of research findings from the EcoLEARN projects and using
cutting-edge techniques from the fields of educational data mining, learning analytics, natural
language processing, and machine learning, this dissertation is focused on leveraging the large
amount of student-generated data in near real-time ways to support student learning, maintain
engagement, and minimize unproductive struggling while enabling productive struggling (as
elaborated below). All of the virtual environments designed by the EcoLEARN team incorporate
scaffolds to help guide learners’ inquiry, but the scaffolds are static and do not differ based on
prior actions taken in the world or provide feedback based on what users have already completed
in previous lessons. Additionally, existing scaffolds in the virtual world are all student-facing
and do not directly involve the teacher in the classroom (significant teacher guidance focused
directly on teacher behaviors is provided in accompanying teacher guides and lessons plans).
Further, none of these scaffolds are currently designed to fade over time after students are
observed demonstrating mastery of certain concepts, potentially limiting learners’ ability to
become capable of independent learning and achieve self-regulation (Puntambekar & Hubscher,
2005). While student log file data have been utilized in several EcoLEARN studies, they have
not yet been leveraged as a source of evidence to generate dynamic scaffolding. In terms of
metacognition, model-based feedback, and guidance for unproductive floundering, a next step in
4

the transformative work of the EcoLEARN team is to move towards implementing dynamic
formative feedback by taking full advantage of the rich data that immersive virtual worlds
generate.
In order to determine how best to support learners in an immersive virtual environment,
one must explore what types of feedback are appropriate (grain size, specificity, timing, etc.), as
well as what insights one can glean from the logged actions of groups using the curriculum. For
this dissertation, a modified version of the existing EcoXPT technology and curriculum was
developed that provides a two-pronged approach to simultaneously assessing and supporting
students in their inquiry activities, as well as teachers in their use of an immersive world-based
middle school curriculum. These new features have collectively been dubbed the LENS suite of
tools (Learning with Embedded Nuanced Support). This dissertation refers to “LENS” suite of
tools or condition as shorthand to refer to the full and previously existing EcoXPT curriculum,
videos, posters, and teacher lesson plans with supporting resources such as Powerpoint and
classroom hand-outs, developed by the entire EcoLEARN team, to which the LENS
modifications outlined above have been made. By comparing performance on pre-post surveys,
utilizing emerging analytical techniques on student log file data, and interviewing veteran
teachers familiar with the existing EcoXPT curriculum to solicit their input, findings show what
types of feedback delivery are most helpful and what types of analyses can be incorporated into
open-ended virtual worlds to inform future use. By providing students real-time feedback
dependent on their prior actions and formalizing opportunities for reflection and self-explanation,
the modified curriculum aims to further the general goal of all EcoLEARN projects to provide a
personalized experience that helps all learners engage in authentic scientific inquiry.

5

Additionally, these dynamic features and formative feedback measures must include the
teacher in the design and implementation process if they are to be used in complex classroom
settings rather than one-to-one tutor replacements. Models based on log files for use in
computer-supported collaborative settings must account for rich conversations within and
between groups that are not captured, as well as for the role of the instructor in the classroom.
Teacher-facing summaries of student actions in the virtual world can provide indications of
which students might need additional help. How to design and implement orchestration tools
such as these has been an area of debate in the learning analytics community (Van Leeuwen &
Rummel, 2017), and this work adds more evidence to the conversation.
This dissertation is divided into six chapters, with the first being this introduction.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of relevant science education, educational data mining, and
learning analytics literature that contextualizes the need for this work and the prior research from
which it draws. I then outline the three research questions explored in this dissertation. Chapter 3
provides details of the sample and methods used to answer those research questions, elaborating
on specific analytic techniques piloted with EcoXPT data and on the general data analytic
procedure used. Chapter 4 presents the findings of this study with regard to comparing student
performance on baseline EcoXPT with a version containing the LENS tools, exploring how
frequently the new scaffolding tools are used and seeing what impacts these tools had on how
students conducted investigations in the virtual world. Chapter 5 summarizes these findings in
terms of answering the research questions and discusses new contributions this work makes,
limitations to the current study, and potential future work. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the
dissertation with final thoughts and synthesizes my findings into takeaway points that are
relevant for other researchers in the fields of educational data mining and learning analytics.
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Chapter 2: Background and Context
This chapter briefly summarizes several strands of literature that are drawn from science
education, educational data mining, and learning analytics. This foundational literature segues
into the research questions for the dissertation as well as hypotheses about what will be
investigated.
Scaffolding Inquiry in Problem-Based Learning Curricula
Employment in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers grew
by 10.5% from 2009 to 2015 compared to 5.2% growth in non-STEM jobs, and the average
national wage for STEM jobs is nearly double that of other occupations (Fayer et al., 2017).
Despite this, employers report difficulty filling these positions due to a lack of sufficiently
qualified job candidates (Langdon et al., 2011). Research suggests one possible reason for this
gap is a discrepancy between how science is taught in schools and the reality of what these jobs
require (National Research Council, 2011).
An authentic scientific inquiry lesson mirrors a real scenario a scientist might face, and
students taught with this method gain “knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, as well
as an understanding of how scientists study the natural world” (National Research Council, 1996,
p. 23). Instead of focusing on memorization and “cookbook”-style lab activities, “…learners can
investigate the natural world, propose ideas, and explain and justify assertions based upon
evidence and, in the process, sense the spirit of science” (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004, p. 30).
While authentic inquiry activities address these issues, they are difficult to implement and assess.
Many teachers’ attempts at these activities result instead in simplistic inquiry tasks, engaging less
complex cognitive processes and utilizing less powerful epistemologies than those real scientists
employ (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002).
7

Even when using lessons based on authentic inquiry, teachers may not intervene
sufficiently or rapidly enough, resulting in students becoming lost, frustrated, or conceptually
confused (Brown & Campione, 1994). While productive struggle has long been a focus of
mathematics education (Hiebert & Grouws, 2006; Warshauer, 2015), similar work has not been
done on what productive versus unproductive struggle looks like to science teachers in inquiry
settings, and how effectively they respond to these visible signals. Optimal levels of difficulty
support learning, comprehension, and retrieval of challenging material that will aid subsequent
use of content or skills (Bjork & Bjork, 2014), but educators need to properly support students
through challenging moments to make them fruitful (Kapur, 2016). Kapur (2016) elaborates that
productive failure does not maximize performance in the short term but can maximize learning in
the long term, and that tasks designed for productive failure must afford sufficient problem
spaces for exploration yet still direct learner attention toward the critical features of the target
concept. Fostering persistence and perseverance has been conceptualized as a collective
enterprise among groups and classes rather than as an individual capacity (Sengupta-Irving &
Agarwal, 2017), utilizing multiple perspectives on a problem to gain deeper understanding of the
material. Researchers in maker education have embraced early failure as a feature of learning in
applied settings, with a focus on how learners respond to failure and how educators can aid this
process (Maltese et al., 2018).
Scaffolding is needed in problem-based and inquiry learning to provide sufficient support
to maintain motivation, reduce cognitive load for learners, and facilitate collaborative learning in
complex domains (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007). In addition to structuring student work, scaffolds
can “problematize” tasks by encouraging learners to attend to essential ideas or processes in the
learning experience that may be otherwise overlooked (Reiser, 2004). These two aspects of
8

scaffolding can be complementary but also represent a tension where creating scaffolds may
lower initial barriers to engaging with a challenging problem while potentially increasing the
difficulty of the task by revealing important but less salient challenges (i.e, students feel they
have mastered a task but are actually unaware of what they do not know without scaffolds
indicating it). Learning with these types of authentic, problem-oriented tasks can be enabled by
technology-supported learning, where access to additional multimedia resources and on-demand
delivery of content can foster deep learning rather than a surface-level understanding of a
problem (Wang et al., 2017). In particular, computer-based “cognitive mapping” (concept
mapping focused solely on causal relationships) activities have been shown to help students
problem-solve during complex tasks (Wang et al., 2018)
Virtual environments can overcome many of the traditional pitfalls of inquiry activities
by offering a low cost, efficient, valid, and rich context for teaching and assessing complex
inquiry-based science learning (Ketelhut et al., 2010; Asbell-Clarke et al., 2012, Code et al.,
2013). Helpful scaffolds can be hard-coded into the learning environment and can be configured
to shift depending on user actions or patterns over time. These scaffolds have been shown to be
most effective in helping students with low prior knowledge in guided discovery scientific
settings (Großmann & Wilde, 2019). Virtual learning environments presented in three
dimensions are well-suited to providing these types of scaffolds, as they can simulate authentic
problems or scenarios and can provide greater opportunities for experiential learning, sustained
motivation and engagement among students, and more contextualization for learning than many
other platforms (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). Immersive virtual environments can be explored in an
open-ended way by students and teachers, embracing an exploratory learning model that
emphasizes reflection and collaboration (Freitas & Neumann, 2009). Virtual environments can
9

offer different entryways to activities that connect with learners’ identities, interests, and
competencies while offering a wide variety of supports to keep them comfortable and
encouraged (Kolodner et al., 2017).
Assessing Performance in Open-Ended Environments
Virtual environments allow for unobtrusive collection of rich user-data streams that can
be analyzed via “stealth assessment” to support learning and facilitate the reactive nature of the
scaffolds (Shute, 2011). Instead of interrupting activities with assessment items or waiting until
the end of an activity to assess learning, stealth assessment uses data generated during the natural
course of learning in virtual environments to model understanding of different constructs with
the potential to alter the course of the activity based on evidence gathered from these data.
Further, these assessments can be reliably and validly applied to learning environments by
utilizing the evidence-centered design framework (Shute & Moore, 2017). Despite the increasing
prevalence of virtual learning environments that attempt to provide formative assessment,
relatively few studies examine the contributions of these assessments to student learning
(Wijesooriya et al., 2015).
In addition to supporting learning, these data can be used to assess student engagement
and immersion (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010); finding ways to keep learners engaged while
confronting difficult content is a central goal of many computer-based learning environments.
Maintaining engagement and immersion in game-based learning has positive effects on learning
outcomes (Huizenga et al., 2009), and tackling challenging tasks can help students learn more
while potentially increasing engagement and immersion (Hamari et al., 2016). Boredom has been
shown to be strongly deleterious to learning outcomes in computer-based learning environments,
while confusion and frustration were shown to be less persistent and less harmful to learning
10

(Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010). That said, simply adding elements to make
activities more fun in an attempt to reduce boredom does not correlate with higher learning gains
or cognitive engagement (Ke et al., 2016).
While many virtual tools exist for collecting summative assessment data, these types of
data-driven formative assessments and affect detectors are typically seen only in intelligent
tutoring systems and in highly structured games for learning or assessment. Most ITS attempt to
guide students via hints based on whatever the student previously entered, with Bayesian
knowledge tracing (BKT) being the classic approach to modeling a learner’s mastery of a subject
(Corbett & Anderson, 1994). Many ITS are tightly structured and constrained to facilitate
automatic grading and feedback generation. Traditional model-tracing tutors require knowledge
engineering and cognitive task analysis of novices and experts. That results in slow, laborious
development (Koedinger et al., 2013), and this process becomes even more difficult when
applied to larger domains or open-ended tasks.
In contrast, some tutors utilize a data-driven approach where prior student data can be
used to generate certain states that learners might be in (Rivers & Koedinger, 2013). Data-driven
tutors view a solution space as all possible intermediate states a learner might move through to
get to an expert or correct state. When a learner enters an answer or submits an artifact, the tutor
makes assumptions about what state the learner is currently in, maps the shortest distance to get
them to a desired state, then gives a hint to get them to the next closest state to the correct one
(Rivers & Koedinger, 2017). This method has proven popular in open-ended programming tasks
where all possible programs students might write could never be known a priori, and such datadriven methods can deliver feedback to teachers to help them adapt traditional and online
instruction to help their students (McBroom et al., 2018).
11

Hint Factory, the ITS that pioneered data-driven tutoring, utilizes a Markov decision
process (Sutton & Barto, 1999) where all known states are evaluated for goodness and goaloriented feedback is given to move students to a state with a higher rating (Stamper, Barnes,
Lehmann, & Croy, 2008; Barnes & Stamper, 2008). This approach works well when a large
amount of actions for students to perform are possible and many of them can be correct. While
Hint Factory could only generate hints for specific problems utilizing prior data, more recent
data-driven methods utilize unsupervised machine learning methods to cluster student solutions
based on structural features and to generate feedback based on those patterns (Gross et al., 2012).
Another strategy utilizes the weighted average of multiple previous states to create a Continuous
Hint Factory that can function better in the sparsely populated state spaces common in openended environments (Paaßen et al., 2017). These methods allow feedback generation even when
there is no one “correct” model for states to move towards.
Additionally, most feedback-generation systems assume a single individual is using the
tutor; in collaborative settings such as EcoXPT, a model of group knowledge must instead be
constructed. Le, Strickroth, Gross, and Pinkwart (2013) have proposed methods to detect
strengths and weaknesses of individual learners to support their co-construction of code in a
dyadic learning system. Lessons learned from computer-supported collaborative learning
research may aid the development of tools designed with dyads in mind.
Another method that has proven effective in ill-defined domains is using classification
algorithms to find desired and undesired actions based on hand-coded training data. This method
is especially relevant as it has been employed in scientific inquiry and experimentation with
middle school students. Sao Pedro, Baker, Montalvo, Nakama, and Gobert (2010) studied
Science Assistments, a series of microworlds to teach students experimentation and data
12

collection skills. They utilized “text replay tagging” of student activities where chunks of log
files were analyzed and coded along with video of students to tag certain actions learners took in
the world such as “Tested Hypothesis” or “Never Changed Variables.” A decision tree algorithm
was then trained on this tagged data, resulting in 85% accuracy identifying when students
employed a control of variable strategy. In addition, the classifier could identify when students
were running experiments to test a specific hypothesis with 86% accuracy.
Science Assistments evolved into Inq-ITS and now provides a wide variety of assessment
and tutoring activities for science inquiry practices, along with a pedagogical agent that provides
real-time feedback to learners. Inclusion of this scaffolding allowed for an extension of the
traditional BKT framework that improved predictive performance for student mastery of skills;
this indicates that these skills can be transferred between topics (Sao Pedro, Baker, & Gobert,
2013). These assessments and others developed since also generate reports for teachers using the
platform and can alert teachers in real-time when students might benefit from intervention
(Gobert & Sao Pedro, 2016).
Other relevant explorations of scientific experimentation in ITS include the use of natural
language processing (NLP) to evaluate reflective dialogue and structured self-explanations
prompts (Dzikovska et al., 2014). Instead of having students write explanations as “do now”
activities on paper or through a separate interface, capturing and analyzing that data in real-time
may allow feedback based on otherwise unobserved understandings or misconceptions. Inq-ITS
employs a simple NLP automated scoring technique to assess student use of the claim, evidence,
and reasoning framework (CER; McNeill & Krajcik, 2011) that strongly correlates with human
scores across multiple inquiry activities (Li, Gobert, & Dickler, 2017a). Among the most
interesting text-related findings from the platform is that student written explanations at the end
13

of an inquiry task often don’t match up with the logged investigations and actions conducted in
the virtual worlds (Li, Gobert, & Dickler, 2017b). Therefore, assessing only investigatory skills
or written explanations will not sufficiently capture overall inquiry skill. While written
explanations were coded by hand by experts in this study, automation of these methods is
certainly possible.
Several games for learning and game-based assessments (GBAs) have also explored the
ability to mine student data to provide feedback or hints for players. Many games traditionally
use tutorial levels or messages to explain mechanics, but Andersen et al. (2012) found that
tutorials work best when presented in context in a just-in-time fashion. In open-ended games
where feedback has been found to be more useful, a classifier-based data-driven approach to
learn players’ behavior in games can model their learning over time (Lee, Liu, & Popovic, 2014).
Several “off the shelf” methods such as Playtracer and ADAGE exist to extract relevant user data
from games for use in fitting these classifiers and improving learning (Andersen et al., 2010;
Halverson & Owen, 2014). As seen in the discussion of ITS literature, most feedback-related
analysis is at the individual level, but increasing attention is being paid to collaborative problemsolving in open-ended games for learning (Bauer & Popović, 2017).
Crystal Island, a game-based learning environment designed to teach middle school
microbiology (Rowe et al., 2009), has since served as a hotbed for several analytical strategies
for assessing student performance in open virtual worlds. Several different levels of narrativebased scaffolding have been tested with the environment, and problem-solving guidance has
been shown to improve learning when compared to minimal or no support conditions (Lee, Mott,
& Lester, 2012). When this scaffolding takes the form of a virtual learning companion, female
students were typically more engaged than males, indicating that scaffolds adapting to student14

level information may offer the most optimal supports (Pezzullo et al., 2017). In addition to
modeling player learning, player goal-setting behavior has been modeled via deep learning
techniques to predict player goals and actions without the need for laborious feature engineering
(Min et al., 2016). While the freedom to explore such open-ended scenarios grants a large
amount of agency to players, scaffolding within these environments is key to improving student
self-regulation of learning and to maximize learning gains (Dever & Azevedo, 2019).
As their main goal is assessment, GBAs do not always report feedback to users, but some
are intended as supplemental practice for learners to identify gaps in their knowledge and
improve areas of weakness. Tsai, Tsai, and Lin (2015) showed that immediate elaborated
feedback helped high school students learn about energy in an online GBA and may be a
valuable form of self-assessment to promote self-regulated learning. Mars Generation One:
Argubot Academy was designed to teach and assess argumentation skills through a role-playing
game and linked key gameplay telemetry actions to relevant constructs being assessed, allowing
teachers to visualize student progress through learning goals and how they mapped to Common
Core standards (Bertling et al., 2015). Contextualizing data in this way for teachers increases the
salience of this data and may lead to more use in the classroom.
Interestingly, an entire GBA exists to measure how students self-regulate learning
choices based on feedback. In Posterlet, learners design a poster and then receive automatic
feedback based on specific design principles (Cutumisu, Blair, Chin, & Schwartz, 2015). The
frequency of student selection of negative feedback instead of positive feedback correlated with
learning gains, as did the number of iterations of design and feedback. Learners spent more time
dwelling upon and revising their posters after receiving negative feedback rather than positive.
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In summary, stealth assessment of student interaction data with ITS and game-like
systems has shown promise that formative assessment and automatic feedback generation is
possible even when the system is more open-ended in nature. Machine learning techniques allow
researchers to uncover trends in student behaviors or responses, make sense of them, then report
findings to students or teachers. How to report those findings in a useful way, however, is an
active area of research and an ongoing conversation in the learning sciences.
Hint Quality and Help Seeking
There are many different ways to provide hints to learners in computer-supported inquiry
environments, including but not limited to constraints on processes, performance dashboards,
prompts, heuristics, and scaffolds (De Jong & Lazonder, 2014). In a review of the efficacy of
these diverse forms of feedback in computerized inquiry settings, Zacharia et al. (2015) explain
that different types of feedback are better suited for different phases of inquiry activities. While
the orientation phase generally requires little guidance, many different types of scaffolds and
supports have been designed for the conceptualization and investigation phases but little
empirical evidence exists in support of their efficacy in applied settings (Zacharia et al., 2015).
Guidance must be delivered in appropriate forms and according to the needs of the student
(Belland & Drake, 2013), but extant literature is sparse regarding what these optimal forms and
customizations are for science education. A meta-analysis of this literature for feedback systems
in all types of computer-supported learning environment indicated that elaborated feedback is
generally more effective than feedback specifically on correctness or when systems provide a
“correct” answer (Van der Kleij et al., 2015), and that immediate feedback is generally more
effective than delayed feedback.
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Worked examples are another form of hint popular in ITS and games. While worked
example-based feedback is generally as effective as tutored problems and showing erroneous
examples, worked examples are by far the most efficient form of feedback (McLaren et al.,
2015). While this finding was from stoichiometry problem solving in a chemistry tool and not an
inquiry-based environment, the efficiency of feedback and hint tools is an important
consideration during time-constrained interventions or curricula. Worked examples are typically
effective in aiding deep understanding when presented during initial skill acquisition, although
worked examples are best used when combined with prompts and suggestions to encourage selfexplanation of the examples (Renkl, 2014).
It is essential that students using conceptually-integrated games or environments (where
learning content is fully embedded in manipulating the virtual space) are able to relate their ingame actions to formal learning goals (Clark & Martinez-Garza, 2012; Habgood & Ainsworth,
2011), and one way to make that relationship explicit is through self-explanation of their
problem solving processes. Self- explanation encourages students to engage in deeper learning
by exploring what they do and do not know, and it has been shown especially effective in
multimedia environments (Roy & Chi, 2005). These tasks run the risk of increasing cognitive
load of learners, but steps such as offering learners self-explanation options or scaling the
abstraction of prompts based on past learner performance can mitigate this issue (Adams &
Clark, 2014; Clark et al., 2016). Both very simple and very abstract self-explanation prompts are
not useful, indicating an optimal level of reflection and introspection that is useful during gamebased learning (O’Neil et al., 2014). Self-explaining (along with note taking and concept
mapping) has been shown to increase student engagement learning material in an attempt to
increase learning (Chi & Wylie, 2014).
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While the ability to generate feedback automatically is exciting, ensuring the helpfulness
of that feedback for the learner is paramount. For example, providing hints where none are
needed or providing high-level guidance where a learner is struggling with something
foundational are both unhelpful. While prohibitively difficult in the past, fitting models in realtime on individual students based on their early actions is becoming more feasible (Koedinger et
al., 2013). This could allow initial hints to be more on-target; initial hint quality is very important
to reducing negative behaviors in open-ended problems (Price et al., 2017). Early hints are
typically seen by more students, help on post-test performance when compared to control groups,
and have also been shown to promote near-transfer between problems and improve later
performance (Stamper, Eagle, Barnes, & Croy, 2013). In general, bad hints (e.g., ones that
incorrectly diagnose issues or increase cognitive load) are worse than no hints at all, and the
earlier an appropriate hint is delivered, the larger impact it has on learning.
In addition to content-area experts rating hint quality, feedback and involvement of the
teacher in formal educational settings is becoming increasingly more common in hint generation.
By showing teachers a list of issues and suggested help automatically detected from a class, they
can then change what types of hints are being shown or how often these appear, based on
understanding of the prior knowledge of classes or their perceptions of student competence (BenNaim et al., 2009). Feedback can be directed toward specific misconceptions seen in multiple
cases in the class, so the expertise of the teacher can be leveraged in a tutor environment.
Teacher-facing learning dashboards typically work well in collaborative group learning
environments, but their efficacy is difficult to measure, and current research has focused on a
limited selection of data types from which dashboards can draw (Verbert et al., 2013). Interviews
with teachers regarding their needs and desires for a dashboard revealed several central themes
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such as helping them intervene at critical points, easing their overall load, seeing if their
interventions are actually helping, and learning information about student progress that isn’t
obvious (Holstein et al., 2017, 2019). These types of co-design projects ensure both the utility of
the learning analytics application in the field and empower teachers as key stakeholders in the
work rather than simply research subjects.
While some tutors and programs automatically give hints to learners, many provide hints
only when the learner asks for one. Designers of these systems view help-seeking as an
important process in self-regulated learning and aim to aid students to better regulate their own
learning by providing hints on demand. A learner’s prior knowledge, beliefs, and thinking all
affect how feedback is received and used (Butler & Winne, 1995), making it difficult to say what
effect automatically generated hints might have on a given user. Tools designed explicitly to
foster self-regulation along with the learning of content are increasingly common (Hadwin &
Winne, 2001), as self-regulation is considered essential alongside 21st century competencies
(Wolters, 2010).
Maladaptive help seeking behaviors, however, may undercut learning objectives. For
example, early work with on-demand, principle-based hints often found students rapidly clicking
through hint messages to get to “bottom-out” hints that would explain exactly what to do
(Aleven et al., 2016). This and other maladaptive help-seeking strategies are referred to as
“gaming the system” (Baker, Walonoski, Heffernan, Roll, Corbett, & Koedinger, 2008). To
maximize the usefulness of feedback, the student’s frequency of hint access should be low, and
time spent thinking about each hint should be high (Wood & Wood, 1999). This may, however,
vary based on prior knowledge of the learner. For this and other reasons, Aleven et al. (2016)
recommend focusing more work on opportunities for self-explanation and reflection, in addition
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to principle-based hints that include what action should be taken, when to do it, and why to do it.
Work from Levy and Wilensky (2011) in open-ended environments suggests focusing on
content-based interventions that remind students of underlying principles of the subject may be
more valuable than procedure-based feedback. Their work indicates that a deep understanding of
scientific principles and properties may be more helpful than next step hints.
In general, good formative feedback does not increase cognitive load, reduces uncertainty
in goals, shifts student focus to learning instead of performance, and elaborates on how and why
to solve different types of issues. Conversely, formative feedback should not make normative
comparisons with other learners, interrupt active engagement, or exclusive utilize text; it should
neither praise nor discourage the user (Shute, 2008). To understand the potential role that
different types of hints and methods of delivery might play in the EcoLEARN curricula, a broad
survey of work previously done with the curricula is necessary. Several precursor curricula have
focused on assessment and feedback, and multiple EcoLEARN studies have used log file data to
assess student learning, but these assessments have not yet been used to generate feedback for
students or teachers.
Previous Work on EcoLEARN Curricula
Two different immersive virtual environments were developed prior to or concurrent with
the start of the EcoLEARN group that greatly influenced the trajectory of the curricula with
regard to assessment and feedback delivery. Inspired by earlier multi-user virtual environments
(MUVEs) that focused on science instruction, such as Bruckman's Moose Crossing (1996) that
explored the role of inquiry in a MUVE, River City was designed to teach scientific inquiry skills
to students in formal educational settings (Nelson & Ketelhut, 2007; Ketelhut et al., 2010).
Simulating a city with a sick population, students worked in teams to determine why the city’s
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population was ill. One version of the activity that utilized individual, reflective feedback found
increased viewing of the feedback messages was associated with larger knowledge gains,
although the use of the system varied widely between students (Nelson, 2007). The embedded
guidance was found to have similar effects for male and female students. In addition to studentfacing feedback generated from logged actions, a dashboard allowed teachers to monitor chat
logs from their classes, see what activities groups had completed, and set access to different tools
(Nelson et al., 2007).
In contrast, the Virtual Performance Assessment (VPA) was designed as a performance
assessment to observe how learners investigate complex problems in realistic scenarios (ClarkeMidura & Dede, 2010), allowing for evaluation of higher-order thinking skills that are difficult to
measure with traditional methods while scaling more effectively and reliably than traditional
performance assessments. Baker and Clarke-Midura (2013) developed a model to predict the
correctness of a student’s conclusion as well as their skill in designing causal explanations using
VPA. Based on a combination of a tree-based variable selection procedure, a linear regression
model, and decision rules, their work was able to pinpoint essential information in the virtual
world students must access in order to have a high probability of success. Specific interventions
related to variables negatively correlated to success that may be candidates for just-in-time
intervention were identified. Clarke-Midura and Yudelson (2013) developed a method to
automatically learn rubrics based on student actions to determine if students draw certain
conclusions based on evidence they have been exposed to. Actions were coded as supporting,
rejecting, or being neutral to the five possible causal factors in the virtual ecosystem. While
preliminary, their results again indicated potentially simple ways to analyze student actions in a
complex problem space. Scalise (2017) applied a more complex model to the VPA data that
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combines traditional item response theory with Bayesian networks. Utilizing the robust
psychometric properties of the former with the flexibility of the latter, this model makes sense of
“semi-amorphous data” that is not directly scorable or immediately interpretable to human
coders.
After comparing VPA with several other case studies of formative assessment in
immersive virtual environments, Code and Zap generated five directions for future research to
empower teachers to do the following:
1) clarify and share learning intentions and criteria for success,
2) engineer effective classroom discussions and other learning tasks that elicit evidence
of student understanding,
3) provide feedback that moves learners forward,
4) activate students as instructional resources for one another, and
5) empower students as the owners of their own learning (2017, p. 245)
While automated formative feedback was never a goal of VPA, this work nonetheless lays the
groundwork for analyzing complex actions in ill-defined problem spaces via a variety of
methods ranging from linear regression to cutting-edge hybrid psychometric models. Beyond
calculating probabilities, these findings can guide teachers through inquiry-based instruction
while also providing guidance to the student directly.
EcoMUVE is a multi-user virtual environment (MUVE)-based middle school ecosystem
science curriculum designed to teach science content and understanding of complex causality
over the course of ten classes spent exploring a virtual ecosystem (Metcalf, Kamarainen,
Tutwiler, Grotzer, & Dede, 2011; Grotzer, Kamarainen, Tutwiler, Metcalf, & Dede, 2013). Two
modules based around simulated virtual worlds are available to teachers to use: a pond
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ecosystem that allows students to explore a fish kill scenario and a forest that introduces students
to the role of predators in ecosystems over time. Both modules share the same overall goals of
providing problem-based scenarios and empowering learners to conduct collaborative inquiry of
ecosystems using simulated tools that real scientists would use. While exploring the virtual
worlds and collecting data, students work in small groups to develop concept maps on paper
showing the causal relationships between biotic and abiotic features in the ecosystems and are
tasked to support their claims with evidence and reasoning. This framework aligned well with
subsequent research by McNeill and Krajcik (2011) that popularized the Claims, Evidence,
Reasoning framework. These concept maps represent a shared understanding of the problem and
are presented to their peers at the end of the curriculum.
While using the virtual environments, a record of student actions is stored and uploaded
to a secure server. Logged information is time-stamped and includes what zones students moved
through in the world, what data they collected, any interactions with non-player characters
(NPCs), use of a virtual field guide as a reference, and other similar data. Since all the
EcoLEARN curricula are collaborative and team-based, these log files capture only part of the
overall experience. Many studies of these curricula have been mixed methods in nature,
investigating classroom audio and video records along with survey gains and log files. While this
synthesis focuses solely on papers centered around log file data, several case studies on the
EcoMUVE modules are outlined in Kamarainen, Metcalf, Grotzer, and Dede (2015).
Translating techniques that had performed well in ITS literature to immersive virtual
environments, sensor-free affect detectors were built for EcoMUVE (Baker, Ocumpaugh,
Gowda, Kamarainen, & Metcalf, 2014). By hand-coding ground truth labels of student affect via
observations, models were built to automatically detect five affective states relevant to
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education: boredom, confusion, delight, engaged concentration, and frustration. All five
detectors performed better than chance, and all detectors highlighted the rate of student actions in
the world as being an important feature for classification. Unlike prior work with affect detection
in MUVEs, no additional surveys were required that would interrupt student immersion. Sensorfree affect detectors can also help from a design perspective by triangulating what features of the
environment are strongly associated with boredom or frustration. Detectors such as these can be
used as a basis for interventions to alleviate boredom or to ensure interventions do not occur
during periods of engaged concentration when they would be potentially distracting. Research
focusing on changes in student interest in science and their epistemic beliefs during the
EcoMUVE curricula utilized pre-post surveys to model changes over time, but noted that more
fine-grained log file data may reveal additional details and would help establish causal evidence
for why these shifts take place (Chen, Metcalf, & Tutwiler, 2014; Chen et al., 2016).
To explore how the physical salience of the virtual data students collected might impact
how they construct their explanations in the curriculum, Tutwiler (2014) investigated the
longitudinal records of data collection in student log files to calculate the average salience of
collected data, how much low-salience data was found, and the ratio of low-salience data to total.
When compared to pre-intervention survey findings on student use of low salience data in
constructing explanations, students with higher prior knowledge were slightly more likely to
utilize low salience data, and students overall were more likely to find low salience data early on
in the curriculum. By embedding tutorials and scaffolding into the world that direct student
attention to this low salience data, non-obvious causes become more obvious and are attended to
early in the activity. A large amount of variation between teachers was also observed in student
log files despite high fidelity of implementation (Metcalf, Kamarainen, Grotzer, & Dede, 2013),
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indicating that even small teacher variations in delivery of the curriculum may impact student
data collection behaviors.
EcoMOBILE was designed as a hybrid curriculum that could blend the affordances of
immersive virtual environments with those of augmented reality (AR). Students first completed
the pond EcoMUVE module, then went on a real field trip to a physical pond to utilize actual
water quality probeware to collect water quality data (Kamarainen et al., 2013). Utilizing mobile
broadband devices, students were guided through the data collection procedure, then given an
array of side activities to dive deeper into certain aspects of the pond ecosystem. To investigate
the potential for transfer from a virtual environment to the physical world, as well to test how
well that learning can take place in a physical setting first, a study was designed where one
condition completed EcoMUVE then EcoMOBILE (as intended) while the other condition used
EcoMOBILE prior to exposure to the virtual world (Grotzer et al., 2015). In addition to rich
video data and interviews, log files from EcoMUVE were used to track student movement in the
virtual world to compare their paths at the simulated pond and the real one. In the typical student
path, students began their explorations of the virtual pond unsystematically prior to discovering
the fish kill event, focused closely on the pond after discovering the event, then gradually moved
their attention to causes at a distance that impacted the watershed. These paths mirror shifts
towards expert understandings of ecosystems that focus on causes over greater spatial and
temporal distances (Grotzer, Tutwiler, Dede, Kamarainen, & Metcalf, 2011). Students with
EcoMUVE experience explored the real pond in a more targeted, systematic way than their
peers, providing strong evidence of transferring aspects of what they learned.
The log files captured by the AR platform used in portions of the EcoMOBILE study
recorded time-stamped GPS locations of students, what content they viewed, and any recordings
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or notes they made in response to prompts. By calculating how much time students spend
exploring and what field trip content they see, designers can pinpoint the most impactful content
in their experiences and can consider how to adjust their activities to maximize learning gains in
the amount of time allotted to the field trip. In a recent study of log files from an implementation
of EcoMOBILE, survey gains were compared to the amount of time students spent freely
exploring the world after collecting their initial data, what content they viewed, and the order in
which it was viewed (Reilly, Kamarainen, Metcalf, Dede, & Grotzer, 2019). Time spent
exploring had a large impact on learning gains, completing certain “learning quests” had
disproportionately large effects on what students learned, and the order in which content was
viewed was impacted by the physical arrangement of the field trip, which resulted in differential
learning gains for different groups. These effects were unintentional and can inform designs of
future AR activities. Quests that directly linked aspects of the physical pond to lessons learned in
EcoMUVE were associated with higher learning gains and may have aided transfer sufficiently
to forge stronger links between material in the two different activities.
EcoXPT was designed to be a second-generation MUVE-based curriculum that expanded
the curriculum of EcoMUVE. In addition to observational and water quality data, EcoXPT gives
students access to a suite of simulated ecosystem science experiments that empower students to
test their hypotheses directly and establish stronger causal evidence (Grotzer et al., 2017; Grotzer
et al., 2018). In addition, a new concept mapping tool was built into the MUVE that replaced the
paper-based activity done in EcoMUVE. When switching from paper-based to electronic maps,
students created larger maps with more connections and included less salient factors (Metcalf et
al., 2018). Log files from EcoXPT capture all of the edits and modifications students make to
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their maps and provide a scaffolded space for virtual evidence to be provided and for free
response reasoning text to be entered.
Stealth Assessment in EcoXPT
The electronic concept maps generated in EcoXPT can be automatically graded, and
initial work on comparing EcoMUVE concept maps with those from EcoXPT showed that
EcoXPT groups made smaller, more accurate maps that focused on less salient, microscale
aspects of the world like how bacteria and temperature affect dissolved oxygen (Reilly, Metcalf,
Studwell, Dede, & Grotzer, 2019). Exploring sources of experimental evidence for claims
(Metcalf, Reilly, Dede, & Grotzer, 2019) revealed that the experimental tools are a powerful
means to support many causal claims that are otherwise difficult to justify. Some experiments
such as the comparison tanks can provide evidence to justify a wide variety of claims, while
others are much narrower in scope and only relate to a handful of possible claims. Emerging
work utilizing natural language processing (NLP) techniques with student reasoning has been
able to classify student use of causal language as reliably as an expert rater, enabling the
potential to fully automate all aspect of this grading. Doing so would facilitate a powerful way to
generate feedback based on student misconceptions and erroneous or unsupported claims.
In order to explore how the trajectory of a group’s actions may relate to their learning
gains, a method of plotting and analyzing groups’ investigations was used on EcoXPT log file
data (Reilly & Dede, 2019). Rather than focusing on specific subsequences that appear
frequently or are potentially meaningful due to expert coding, this analysis considers the entire
multivariate time series of logged events to estimate the rate at which groups conducted
investigations in the world. By using principal component analysis to reduce the multivariate
time series to a univariate, constantly increasing value, this value could be plotted versus time
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spent in the virtual environment. By fitting a linear regression through each group’s trajectory, a
rough rate of investigation can be calculated for each group. When clustered by these rates via kmeans, groups fell roughly into low, medium, and high rate clusters. While this study found that
higher rates of investigation may be positively associated with higher learning gains, rates varied
widely by teacher, and the relationship is likely more complex than “faster is better.” These
results may suggest scaffolds that can prevent groups from getting stuck (therefore increasing
their investigation rate) could result in better learning.
In another study that looked at the overall group log file data from an EcoXPT
implementation, deep learning algorithms were compared to traditional classifiers to determine
how accurately predictions could be made regarding student performance on surveys as well as
the quality of their concept maps based solely on their logged actions (Reilly & Dede, 2019).
Post-scores on the science content, understanding causality, and experimental methods constructs
were more accurately predicted by the long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network model
compared to a support vector machine and Random Forrest, and predictions of concept map
quality were also likewise higher. These accuracies were in the same range as similar work done
on more constrained games for learning (Min et al., 2015).
In addition to work aimed at student-facing scaffolds, a digital dashboard was designed
for teacher use while implementing EcoXPT (Reilly et al., 2018). Logged events were binned
into five different categories: exploration of the virtual world, collection of observational data,
analysis of collected data and notebook entries, running virtual experiments, and generating
hypotheses via the concept map tool. The proportion of types of events occurring in a given time
period is shown to the teacher. This time period could vary from 5 minutes to an entire class
period. On different days of the curriculum, different actions are typically more prevalent. While
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there is no one “right” way to tackle the ill-structured problem presented in EcoXPT, outliers on
the graph may warrant teacher intervention to check for unproductive struggle or roadblocks. For
example, one pair may be mainly exploring the world, while peer groups are mostly involved in
experimentation and analysis. This may signify a search for a missing organism in the virtual
world or potentially a pair of students who believe they have nothing left to do. Seeing these
patterns gives instructors a snapshot of how classes are progressing through the activity and can
direct their guidance to groups that may need it most. While not piloted with teachers in this
form, the design of this project heavily inspired the teacher daily reports designed for this
dissertation.
Research Questions
To investigate how formative feedback tools could be added to an existing open-ended
virtual environment for science education, a modified version of the EcoXPT software was
developed, incorporating a variety of adaptive tools that provide targeted feedback to students
varying based on their progress and their demonstrated understanding of the science topics being
taught. A pilot study of this modified virtual environment was conducted with seven science
teachers across two middle schools in a suburban New England school district that had
previously used the baseline version of EcoXPT. Student performance using this modified
curriculum was compared with historical performance data on the baseline version (as described
in detail in the Sample and Site section of Chapter 3), and how the newly added tools were used
based on students’ log file data was analyzed. A teacher-facing daily report was also developed
that summarized student progress in the curriculum and flagged groups for potentially requiring
more attention during the next session. For each research question, an a priori hypothesis is
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offered regarding how the data and models might show evidence of certain changes in student
and teacher behavior during the study.
RQ1: Through same-day automated analysis of students’ activities, can opportunities be
identified for teachers to provide timely guidance in ways that have the potential to deepen
learning and motivation?
Such opportunities for teachers may be found in three sources otherwise difficult for
them to see (types of logged events, types of saved notes, and current state of the concept map)
and reported in actionable ways via a daily report emailed to teachers the evening after their
classes use the virtual world. By making these data visible and easily digestible for teachers,
teachers are hypothesized to target their instruction in the next class period to address common
issues and focus their attention on specific groups that appear to be struggling in unproductive
ways. Evidence for deeper learning and motivation as a result of this intervention will come from
teacher feedback from veteran teachers who have used the curriculum previously without such
support.
RQ2: What types of feedback (model-based, metacognitive, direct guidance) and what delivery
methods (automatic or upon request), if any, show evidence of behavioral change (as measured
by survey gains, logged actions, and user feedback) when delivered directly to students within
the virtual world?
The relative effects of different types of feedback can be seen on how they alter student
logged actions immediately after delivery compared to how students historically have acted in
certain scenarios. Meta-cognitive and model-based feedback upon request are hypothesized to
have the largest impacts on behaviors, based on evidence from feedback literature in light of the
open-ended nature of the EcoXPT task. Despite this, user feedback is hypothesized to state they
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found the direct guidance prompts to be most helpful. Due to the design of the study (discussed
in Chapter 3), it is difficult to separate the effects of any one intervention on overall survey
gains. Students using the added LENS components are hypothesized to have larger gains on the
affective and experimental methods portions of the survey, as those aspects of the curriculum are
what most of the interventions target.
RQ3: What features of the logged activities, if any, are informative for generating formative
feedback for students and for teachers, and what analytical techniques best reveal these
features?
Certain key sequences of logged events are hypothesized to be most indicative of good
learning, and the top performing quartile of groups (according to survey gains and concept map
quality) is hypothesized to have significantly more of those sequences than groups in the lowest
quartile. Transitions such as exploring to experimenting, exploring to analyzing, and exploring to
analyzing to hypothesizing are hypothesized to be more common in the highest quartile, where
sequences of actions can be interpreted as following a logic consistent with best practices in
conducting scientific investigations. Transitions that cannot be as easily linked to best practices,
such as exploring to exploring and hypothesizing to exploring, are hypothesized to be more
common in the lowest performing groups. Sequential pattern mining and Markov models can
reveal these patterns of transitions. and LSTM-based models can account for the sequential
nature of the log file data when making predictions about student success.
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Chapter 3: Design and Methodology
Sample and Site
Data for this study were collected in the Fall of 2019 from 595 7th-grade students across
seven teachers and two schools in a suburban school district in New England. After filtering for
signed permission slips, 587 students working in 304 groups remained in the sample (98.7% of
students). Average middle school class size in the district is 21.7 pupils, with 15% of students
eligible for free and reduced-price lunch, 18% of students receiving special education services,
and 7% of students classified as English language learners. The student population of the district
is 62% white, 19% Asian, 8% Hispanic or Latino, and 5% African American. Teachers were
recruited from a list of teachers at schools that had previously utilized the baseline version of
EcoXPT. Four teachers had used the baseline EcoXPT curriculum with their classes within the
past two years, while the other three teachers were new to their schools and had not utilized the
curriculum previously. Written consent was obtained from each student and teacher included in
the dataset. Teachers were compensated $500 each for participating in a teacher professional
development session regarding the new tools and modified curriculum, managing permission
forms for all classes, implementing the 13-day curriculum, conducting the pre and post surveys
with their classes, and being interviewed at the completion of the curriculum.
Historical data used in this dissertation came from two prior implementations of EcoXPT
carried out in the Spring semester of 2018. One study focused on the relative efficacy of the
EcoXPT world with and without access to experimental tools (Study #1). The other study
compared EcoXPT to Environmental Detectives, a paper-based curriculum designed to teach
environmental science via a detective approach (Study #2; Beals & Willard, 2001). Of the
veteran teachers in the current LENS study, two participated in Study #1 and two participated in
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Study #2. The two teachers who previously participated in Study #2 had also served as pilot
users of the EcoXPT curriculum the previous year while it was still in development. As both of
these studies required preparation of multiple curricula or versions of curricula, these veteran
teachers had been asked to go beyond what would normally be required of a novice teacher of
EcoXPT.
Procedures
Intended to closely match past iterations of the EcoXPT curriculum to facilitate
comparisons (for more detail on the original curriculum, see Dede et al., 2017), classes
progressed through a 13-day curriculum designed for middle school science classes. A rough
breakdown of the daily schedule for the curriculum is provided in Appendix B. Several weeks
prior to their planned start date, a one-hour professional development session is provided to
teachers that explains the overall purpose of the curriculum, the virtual world, and the newly
added features for this version. During that session, teachers are given permission forms for
themselves and their students as well as other paperwork required to collect student demographic
data. Prior to the start of the curriculum, the teacher is sent usernames for all students for use on
the electronic survey as well as in the virtual world.
Lesson plans and accompanying presentations are provided for each day of the
curriculum along with short videos and handouts that frame groups’ investigations of the virtual
ecosystem. Designed for 45-minute periods, most class sessions involve roughly 10 minutes of
teaching and discussion along with 30 minutes of students using the virtual ecosystem. Prior to
the first lesson of the curriculum, teachers distribute individual links to the pre-intervention
survey, which is designed to take one 45-minute class period. Teachers then teach the lessons in
order over the course of 3-4 week typically (most teachers using these curricula teach 3 or 4 of
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the lessons per school week due to shortened periods on certain days, snow days, illnesses and
absences, etc.) After the completion of the 13 lessons, teachers distribute individual links to the
post-intervention survey. Soon thereafter, a member of the research team interviews each
teacher.
The pedagogical intent of EcoXPT closely aligns with the PBL and ASI literature
outlined in Chapter 2, where students are provided minimal direct guidance to investigate an
authentic scientific scenario via tools and techniques that mimic how ecosystem scientists would
approach the task. Instead, significant inherent structure is designed into the experience to invite
students to grapple with scientific concepts such as uncertainty, puzzles about scale of
interpretation, and information about the epistemic lenses that ecosystems scientists employ, for
examples. Developed in consultation with many ecosystem scientists (Kamarainen & Grotzer,
2019), the curriculum is designed to have a “low floor” and “high ceiling” where groups of any
ability level can make meaningful progress and discover different parts of the problem space and
aspects of the virtual world. Students and teachers alike are strongly discouraged from
considering the curriculum to be a linear activity with one “right” answer at the end.
The LENS Tool Suite
To infuse dynamic scaffolds and new types of supports into the virtual world, five
student-facing features were added to the software portion of the EcoXPT unit. In addition, a
daily teacher report was designed in consultation with teachers from previous classroom studies
of EcoXPT. To address features of the second research question, these new features range across
several types of feedback (model-based, metacognitive, direct guidance) and delivery methods
(automatic or upon request). While all features are available to all students in the new sample,
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analyses can reveal which are most used and which types teachers and students report to be the
most helpful.
Two NPCs were modified to act as pedagogical agents that offer advice and feedback
based on group progress through the curriculum and demonstrated understanding of the complex
causal relationships at the pond. Both still offer the same functions they did for students in the
baseline EcoXPT curriculum but additional functions have now been added to each. These
agents act as e-coaches that can observe a group’s progress in context and over time to deliver
appropriate guidance (Kamphorst, 2017). Interest in the use of pedagogical agents has been
driven by the need for scalable learning that engages students and emphasizes higher-order skills
(Johnson & Lester, 2018).
Ranger Susan provides students with information about the pond from the perspective of
a park ranger. In addition to her static information on the different virtual days of the activity, in
the LENS modification to EcoXPT she delivers general advice to groups on what to do on a
given day based on what tools are unlocked and what they have done thus far (Figure 1). This
type of direct guidance is available upon request and is intended to echo instruction delivered by
teachers in EcoXPT. The intention of this tool is to reduce the load on the instructor in the
classroom, thereby freeing them to focus on groups who may be struggling with deeper issues
than what to do next. What advice is delivered depends on what tools are currently unlocked
(which is linked to specific days of the curriculum), as well as what logged events are present for
different groups. In general, her advice guides students through the process of collecting data
from all sources available, analyzing it to find patterns, building hypotheses in the concept map,
and testing those hypotheses via experimentation.
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Figure 1. Example dialog with Ranger Susan.
The other NPC turned pedagogical agent is Dr. Jabir Hatami, an ecosystem scientist
stationed at the lab building that houses the experimental tools. His previous role was to guide
groups to the correct experimental tool to answer different types of questions. This is an example
of the static scaffolding present in EcoXPT. For his expanded role in the modification for LENS,
Dr. Hatami is now able to look over group concept maps and provide feedback based on the
current state of the concept map (Figure 2). He evaluates concept maps in progress and identifies
common errors without specific “next step” advice. The algorithm that selects advice looks for if
nodes are present without connections, if known incorrect claims are present, if “Does Not
Affect” claims are being made, whether evidence and reasoning are present, and if factors are
connected to multiple other factors. This type of model-based, upon request feedback again
echoes teacher instruction on causality and how to use the concept mapping tool.

Figure 2. Example dialog with Dr. Jabir Hatami.
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Two additional supports were added to the comparison tank tool, which allows students
to set up experiments to explore what effect different features of the pond ecosystem have on
measurable factors. The first support is a worked example tutorial for the tool that shows
students how to use the user interface as well as how to frame a question, to set up an experiment
to answer questions, and to save the results (Figure 3). In EcoXPT, all tutorials for the
experimental tools take the form of multiple screenshots of the tool with a large volume of
accompanying text. Analyses of log files from historical EcoXPT data shows that groups look at
tutorial messages for an average of 32.5 seconds, which may be insufficient time to read and
deeply process the information presented. By automatically providing this direct guidance to all
groups upon encountering the tool, groups are introduced to all aspects of the tool that are
necessary to use it effectively. In order, the tool shows students how to fill the tanks with water,
how to add factors to the water to address an example question, how to measure an attribute of
the tanks, and how to save their data to their notebook.

Figure 3. Examples of the comparison tank worked example tutorial.
The other modification to the comparison tank tool is less structured and requires
students to use help-seeking behaviors to request metacognitive support. In lieu of repeating the
tutorial if having difficulty with the comparison tank tool, students can click a new help button
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that frames student questions in terms of causality to highlight the importance of experimental
evidence to establish causal relationships (Figure 4). When a student asks for help, a new
window appears where students can frame their investigations by selecting what effect adding a
factor to the pond water might have on a measureable quantity. The advice echoes classroom
instruction on experimentation strategy, such as varying one thing at a time and writing
explanations for saved experimental results.

Figure 4. Example of the comparison tank support tool.
The final student-facing support added to the EcoXPT virtual world is a new type of
notebook entry specifically to record reflections electronically within the virtual world. Aligned
with self-explanation and reflection literature as outlined in Chapter 2, this support provides an
automatic, meta-cognitive chance for groups to pause their investigations and think deeply about
the nature of the problem they are investigating, how their investigations have gone thus far, and
what unanswered questions they have. The standard EcoXPT curriculum provides similar
reflection questions as exit ticket activities or optional homework activities. These reflections
have not previously been separately analyzed by researchers. In the LENS modifications,
additional opportunities for reflection were created for each day of the curriculum, and time in
the lesson plans was included at the end of each lesson.
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The teacher-facing tool designed for the LENS suite extends the dashboard prototype
developed for EcoXPT (Reilly et al., 2018) into a daily report for teachers. Feedback solicited
from teachers regarding the real-time dashboard prototype indicated that it would be unlikely to
be used due to increasing their cognitive load and introducing another potential technology to
troubleshoot. The daily report utilizes the same visualization designed for the dashboard, but
presents it as a static view of how groups spent their time over the course of an entire period
(Figure 5). While not useful for detecting off-task behavior in real time, this visualization can aid
teachers in planning how to allocate their time among groups during the next session.
Additionally, a series of actionable observations from the groups’ log files are provided beneath
the visualization to address certain issues and outliers that can be automatically detected.
Between two to four pieces of advice are provided to teachers based on the contents of their
students’ notebooks and their current concept maps. Advice is contextualized to the day of the
curriculum and is generally intended to highlight features that have been missed by most of the
class or groups that have not yet completed tasks that are typical by a certain day. Advice centers
around common errors in concept mapping, underutilization of certain tools, and progress
relative to others in the class. Student use of certain tools in open-ended games for science
learning have been shown to influence content-specific gameplay decisions and correspond to a
higher likelihood of success (Cheng et al., 2017).
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Figure 5. Example of the teacher daily report (teacher name and initials redacted).
At the conclusion of a school day, all log files from that day were downloaded and run
through a Python script to generate visualizations and identify potential features to report to
teachers. While this process may be fully automated in the future, a researcher selected which
advice to report and manually compiled the reports during this implementation. Reports were
then emailed to teachers that evening to assist with their lesson planning. In this implementation,
five reports were sent to teachers over the twelve days that students used the virtual environment.
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Logged events for groups are very similar prior to the unlocking of the concept map tool, and
advice became repetitive when generated every day. At the end of the curriculum, teachers were
interviewed about their use of the reports. Due to technical issues at one school site that required
a significant amount of teacher attention to troubleshoot, the daily reports were only utilized with
the three teachers at the other school site.
Data Sources and Measures
Three types of quantitative data were analyzed for this study (individual pre-post surveys,
log files from groups of 2-3 students using the software, and group concept maps), and
qualitative interviews were conducted with all teachers after completion of the curriculum.
Demographic data on students was also collected from teachers. While survey data is at the
individual level, the unit of analysis for this study is at the group level. Any models or feedback
tools designed for similar virtual environments used in computer-supported collaborative
learning environments must be able to make group-level recommendations without access to presurvey data that would not normally be collected outside of a research setting. Measures of group
learning were calculated by taking the average of the group members’ normalized learning gains
for each survey construct and by applying a rubric to the group’s concept map to evaluate their
understanding of the complex causal scenario at the virtual pond.
Assessment Instrument
Individual students took a pre- and post-assessment designed for EcoXPT as part of a
blended assessment strategy to determine the efficacy of the curriculum (Thompson et al., 2016).
Assembled from a mixture of pre-validated instruments from science education literature (as
cited below by construct), the survey contained six constructs: affective dimensions, ecosystem
science content, understanding of causality, correlation versus causation, use of experimental
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methods, and epistemology of science. The assessment (see Appendix A) was comprised of a
variety of multiple choice and Likert items designed and tested by educational researchers,
psychometricians, and an ecosystem scientist. The survey was administered electronically via
Qualtrics during science classes immediately preceding and following the implementation of the
curriculum. The survey was designed to detect medium sized effects (Cohen’s d > 0.5; Cohen,
1977) at the 0.05 alpha level with a sample of roughly 200 student pairs and is thus appropriately
powered for this sample.
Aspects of the assessment have been validated in earlier studies, including a measure of
students’ complex causal assumptions (as reported in Tutwiler et al., 2016). The Cronbach’s
Alpha from the final version of that construct was 0.71. The construct validity of the causality
subscales was established via confirmatory factor analysis. The construct assessing students’
understanding of correlation versus causation was designed by experts in causal systems and
ecosystems to tease apart how observed relationships between observed factors may or may not
indicate the presence of a causal relationship between the two. Designed as several scenariobased questions that were aligned and unaligned with the content of the virtual world, the
Cronbach’s Alpha from this construct was 0.78. The self-efficacy sub-construct of the affective
construct was designed and validated for a prior virtual world-based ecosystem science
curriculum (Chen et al., 2014). Questions in the science identity sub-construct came from a study
of deep engagement in a high school biology curriculum (Pugh et al., 2010). The science interest
sub-construct was taken from the interest/enjoyment subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation
Inventory (Deci et al., 1994). The Cronbach’s Alpha from the final version of the affective
construct was 0.91.
The content construct focused on photosynthesis, respiration, biotic and abiotic factors,
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decomposition, and food web dynamics. Questions were drawn from the previous EcoMUVE
and EcoMOBILE content surveys (Metcalf et al., 2011; Kamarainen et al., 2013), as well as from
the Causal Patterns in Science Project (Grotzer, Basca, & Donis, 2002), the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP) and American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS). Face and content validity were established by ecosystems content knowledge experts.
The Cronbach’s Alpha from the content construct was 0.71.
Students’ understanding of the use of experimental methods in ecosystem science was
determined by presenting a set of scenario-based, Likert-scale questions that explore when to use
different experimental methods. Designed by an ecosystem scientist and piloted during the
spring of 2016, the final version of the experimentation construct attained a Cronbach’s Alpha of
0.74. Questions measuring students’ understanding of the nature of science and their
epistemological beliefs were modified from the Epistemological Beliefs Assessment for Physical
Science (EBAPS) scale designed and validated by Elby, Frederiksen, Schwarz, and White
(1997). Questions were modified to better match the reading ability and linguistic level of middle
school students. This version of the epistemology construct attained a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.70.
Log Files
During a group’s use of EcoXPT, 68 unique logged events can be recorded by the
software and are saved during every session in a PostgreSQL database on a server located on the
Harvard University campus. An example of the raw data format is shown in Figure 6. Each row
represents one event logged by one user in the virtual world. Each event is tagged with its
anonymous identifier, what anonymized class it is a member of, the type of event, any relevant
details (e.g., settings for an experiment or what dialog option was selected), and a timestamp. To
reduce the grain size of the data for several analyses, events were binned into five different meta43

categories that encompassed the most common problem-solving behaviors seen in the world, as
shown in Table 1. These categories were inspired by work done to analyze the learning pathways
of novice programmers (Berland et al., 2013).

Figure 6. Raw data format of EcoXPT log files.
Table 1. Classification of logged events.

Category

Examples of logged events included

Explore

Moving between zones in the world, changing time period

Collect

Gathering population and water quality data, taking pictures of organisms

Analyze

Graphing data, editing and saving notebook entries

Experiment

Running virtual experiments, placing experimental tools

Hypothesize

Constructing a causal map of the different factors at the pond

Concept Maps
Concept maps are saved as part of a large JSON file (the user activity state) that serves as
the saved state of the software for each group. The concept map portion saves what connections
are present, what evidence is linked to each claim, and what reasoning is provided. As part of the
work done with EcoXPT concept mapping, a series of 16 claims were selected as core aspects of
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the fish kill scenario (Reilly et al., 2019). In that paper, a series of known incorrect claims were
also identified (e.g., fertilizer affects fish) based on commonly seen misconceptions in early
group concept maps (see Table 2). To facilitate the automatic evaluation of concept maps, the
ability for students to create their own nodes was disabled. Claims 4, 8, and 11 are therefore not
possible to make in the modified LENS version. In addition to the presence of evidence, the
source of the evidence can be automatically evaluated. Sources of evidence for the concept map
include experimental tools, observations, graphed data, the field guide, and NPC testimonial.
Most causal claims are better supported by experimental evidence versus the correlational
evidence available from other sources (i.e., the data graphing tool), but the quality of student
experiments varies (Metcalf et al., 2019). Any reasoning is saved as raw strings of text.
Table 2. Concept map claims.

Claim
1
2A
2B
3A
3B
3C
4
5A
5B
5C
6
7A
7C
8
9
10
11
12
13

Description
Source (e.g., housing dev, people) affects fertilizer
Rain washes fertilizer into pond (runoff).
Wind causes fertilizer to get into the pond.
Fertilizer affects N, P in the pond
N,P in the pond affect algae (nutrients)
Fertilizer affect algae (3A+3B combined)
Lack of nutrients causes algae to die**
Algae affects dead matter (decomposition)
Dead matter affects bacteria (food)
Algae affects bacteria (5A+5B combined)
Algae affects dissolved oxygen (photosynthesis)
Clouds/sunlight affect algae (photosynthesis)
Clouds/sunlight affect dissolved oxygen (via algae)
Night affects dissolved oxygen (via algae) **
Wind affects dissolved oxygen (mixing from the air)
Dead matter/algae increases turbidity
Less sunlight (due to turbidity) decreases algae **
Bacteria affects dissolved oxygen (respiration)
Temperature affects dissolved oxygen
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Table 2 (Continued)
14
15
16
DNA
OTH
INC

Dissolved oxygen affects fish (respiration)
Big fish and minnows all affect each other
Big fish and herons affect each other
Does not affect claim (can be correct or incorrect)
Correct claim, but not one of the core numbered claims above
Incorrect claim

** = will only appear if a pair makes their own node
A rubric was designed to assess the overall completeness and quality of the causal
concept maps (partially adapted from McNeill & Krajcik, 2011). The overall score is out of 6
possible points (three levels for each of the three dimensions) and equally emphasizes the role of
claims, evidence, and reasoning (Table 3). This structure aligns with the base explanation rubric
for evaluating CER (McNeill & Krajcik, 2008) and is intentionally kept to only three levels to
facilitate automatic scoring and classification of artifacts. This scoring is not based on this
specific problem scenario nor the number of claims possible in EcoXPT.
Table 3. Concept map rubric.

Category

Level 0

Level 1
Claims are correct but
represent 6 or less core
claims

Level 2
Claims are correct and
represent 7 or more core
claims

Claim

Contains incorrect claims

Evidence

Evidence is not
consistently used (<50%
of connections) or does
not match the claim

Appropriate but
insufficient evidence
used

Appropriate and
sufficient evidence used

Reasoning

Reasoning is not
provided

Reasoning provided but
does not discuss causal
mechanism

Reasoning discusses
causal mechanism

The presence of any incorrect claims drops the quality for claims to 0, as this indicates a
map in the emerging stages of finding support or failing to find support for their claims.Many
EcoXPT concept maps contain some errors as is inherent to authentic scientific investigation, but
the incorrect claims the rubric checks for (such as pH affecting the fish) have sources of
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disconfirming evidence in the virtual world. While a rubric intended for summative assessment
would not penalize students for having any incorrect claims, this scoring system does want to
detect such errors easily as target feedback may be helpful for those groups. In this way, the
rubric was aligned to be aligned with the pedagogical intent of the additional LENS components;
it is unaligned with the pedagogical intent of EcoXPT in which errors are considered inherent to
the process of science. Claims level 1 indicates an emerging understanding of the causal
relationships at work, while level 2 represents a more complete understanding. Evidence quality
can be assessed automatically by checking on the consistency of evidence use, exploring how
much evidence was used for claims, and assessing whether experimental evidence is used for
claims that rely upon it (e.g., those having to do with dissolved oxygen). The presence of causal
mechanistic language in student writing has been the subject of prior qualitative coding work on
EcoXPT student reflections and can be automated via natural language processing.
To explain the use of the rubric, two examples are provided here. One group currently
has a concept map that contains incorrect claims, provides appropriate and sufficient evidence
for correct claims, and discusses causal mechanisms in most reasoning statements. The overall
score for that map would be the sum of the scores for each aspect of the rubric. In this case, 0
points are awarded for claims, 1 point is awarded for evidence, and 2 points are awarded for
reasoning, resulting in a total score of 3. In a different concept map, many core claims are made,
appropriate but insufficient pieces of evidence are used, and reasoning is provided but not in a
way that addresses causal mechanisms. This map would yield a claim score of 2, an evidence
score of 1, and a reasoning score of 1 for a grand total of 4.
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Qualitative Interviews
Due to time constraints and logistical concerns, teachers were interviewed in a semistructured fashion in focus groups at each school location. Questions focused on efficacy of the
new tools, what “stuckness” looks like while using the software, how teachers intervene when
they detect unproductive struggle, and what could be added or modified to ease this process (see
Appendix C for the interview protocol). Interviews took one 45-minute period as soon after the
conclusion of the curriculum as possible. Interviews were audio recorded with participant
permission and transcribed. Thematic analysis was used to assign preliminary codes to
participant responses from which central themes in all interviews were identified. These themes
served as triangulation for the efficacy of the student-facing features and as a primary data
source for assessing the utility of the teacher-facing report.
Data Analysis
Survey responses collected by Qualtrics were downloaded and manually cleaned to
ensure student entered usernames were correctly entered to facilitate matching pre and post
responses. These data were also automatically cleaned to ensure that no students without signed
permission slips accidentally used the electronic survey. Analysis of the survey data was
conducted in R version 3.5.2 with the use of the psych, psychometric, nlme, and stargazer
libraries as well as “tidyverse” suite of tools (namely ggplot2, dplyr, tidyr, and stringr). Survey
data was analyzed via a series of ANOVA models and Tukey’s honest significant difference tests
to investigate differences by condition and by teacher. Additionally, a two-level random intercept
hierarchical linear model (students nested in classes) was built for each survey construct to
control for the nested nature of the data as well as student- and class-level covariates. An
example of the two-level model is as follows:
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Level 1 - Individual Growth
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽0𝑗 + 𝛽1𝑗 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽2𝑗 𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽3𝑗 𝐼𝐸𝑃𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽4𝑗 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗
+ 𝛽5𝑗 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗
𝜖𝑖𝑗 ~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑦2 )
Level 2 - Student growth
𝛽0𝑗 = 𝛾00 + 𝛽01 𝑉𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽02 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢0𝑗
𝛽1𝑗 = 𝛾10 + 𝛽11 𝑉𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽12 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢1𝑗
𝛽2𝑗 = 𝛾20 + 𝛽21 𝑉𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽22 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢2𝑗
𝛽3𝑗 = 𝛾30 + 𝛽31 𝑉𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽32 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢3𝑗
𝛽4𝑗 = 𝛾40 + 𝛽41 𝑉𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽42 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢4𝑗
𝛽5𝑗 = 𝛾50 + 𝛽51 𝑉𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽52 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑗 + 𝑢5𝑗
𝑢0𝑗
0
𝑢1𝑗
0
𝜏00
𝑢2𝑗
0
⋮
𝑢3𝑗 ~ 𝑁 0 , [
𝜏
50
𝑢4𝑗
0
(𝑢5𝑗 )
[( 0 )

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝜏05
⋮ ]
𝜏55
]

These models also converged when specified as three-level models (students in groups in
classes) and can incorporate group-level features (such as those from log files) but these have not
been used in this dissertation.
Log files were manually cleaned for one school that suffered technical issues at the
beginning of their implementation that resulted in many shorts segments of use due to
connectivity problems. These logged events that did not correspond to productive time using the
software were removed. Log file and user activity state data were analyzed in Python 3.7 with
the primary use of the pandas, numpy, json, matplotlib, and scikit-learn packages. Some Python
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packages and analytical frameworks have been developed for use with educational log file data,
but the structure of the EcoXPT log files was not aligned with their schema (Hao et al., 2016).
All neural networks were built and trained using Keras with the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit
(CNTK) backend, and all Markov models were visualized with the NetworkX package.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Differences in Student Outcomes
Survey Trends
Of the 587 students whose legal guardians granted permission to analyze their data, 484
students completed a pre-survey and 535 completed a post-survey. After keeping only students
who completed both the pre- and post-survey, the survey dataset is comprised of 395 students
across the two schools that participated in the current study as well as historical data from 179
students from those same schools who participated in EcoXPT two years earlier. During teacher
recruitment for this study, it was assumed that there would be no significant differences in prior
knowledge between students of teachers who participate. To test this assumption, a series of
pairwise t-tests with a Bonferroni correction were conducted on all teachers’ pre-scores across all
survey constructs. No teachers were found to have students with significantly different prescores on any survey construct. These results were confirmed with a Tukey's honest significance
difference test. Within teachers, none of their classes were significantly different from each other
on pre-survey performance across the six constructs. Simple ANOVA models were used to test if
pre-scores across constructs were equal on expectation across conditions. Classes from the
EcoXPT historical data had significantly higher pre-scores on content (0.73 versus 0.69, F =
5.93, p = 0.015) but no other pre-scores differed significantly by condition.
Students in both datasets showed significant gains on all six constructs. Table 4 shows an
overview of survey scores and gains for both conditions with all construct scores rescaled to be
percentages of possible points. According to mixed model ANOVA for each construct, the only
construct that differed significantly between the groups is epistemology (F(568) = 5.571, p <
0.05), where groups in the LENS classes gained 1.1 more percentage points. According to mixed
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model ANOVA model for survey gains by teacher, teacher assignment did have a significant
impact on gains in this construct (F = 3.073, p = 0.0035). A Tukey’s honest significance
difference test revealed that teacher JG’s mean gain on this construct was significantly higher
than four other teachers’ classes (JA, RB, SC, and EJ).
Table 4. Survey gains with statistical significance and effect sizes by condition.
EcoXPT:
Constructs

Pre %

Post %

Gain %

t(df)

p value

Cohen’s d

Affect

58.42

60.52

2.46

3.05(165)

p < 0.005

0.15

Exp Methods

76.23

82.46

6.24

6.31(175)

p < 0.0001

0.52

Content

73.34*

75.69

2.63

2.27(170)

p < 0.05

0.12

Corr vs. Caus

61.60

70.48

9.32

6.40(173)

p < 0.0001

0.44

Causality

60.67

63.10

2.45

2.25(171)

p < 0.05

0.26

Epistemology

43.84

46.74

2.90

3.38(175)

p < 0.0005

0.26

Constructs

Pre %

Post %

Gain %

t(df)

p value

Cohen’s d

Affect

59.50

62.19

2.87

4.89(376)

p < 0.0001

0.21

Exp Methods

74.67

80.32

5.63

9.26(391)

p < 0.0001

0.53

Content

69.23

73.16

4.11

4.44(384)

p < 0.0001

0.21

Corr vs. Caus

63.18

74.65

11.62

11.06(388)

p < 0.0001

0.60

Causality

60.17

64.66

4.50

7.15(383)

p < 0.0001

0.55

Epistemology

45.68

49.63***

3.95***

6.06(394)

p < 0.0001

0.37

LENS:

*

p<0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p<0.005

Due to the size of the sample, exploring effect sizes is more meaningful than statistical
significance. As defined by Cohen (1977), d = 0.2 should be considered a small effect size, 0.5
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indicates a 'medium' effect size, and 0.8 a large effect size. The effect sizes reported here are
more specifically referred to by Cohen as ds, meaning the difference of means in terms of the
pooled within-group standard deviation observed for both interventions (Lakens, 2013). The
values are generally small across most constructs with several breaking into the “medium” size
classification. While the simplified cut-off values are of dubious value (Baguley, 2009), the
effect sizes of these tests are presented alongside the p values as a means of comparing the
impact of these treatments to other findings in the literature that use different instruments.
To explore how gains across these constructs differ based on condition assignment and
on student- and teacher-level covariates, a series of two-level random intercept multilevel models
(students in classes) predict construct post-scores based on pre-scores for all six constructs.
Student-level covariates pertaining to reading level (below/on/above grade level), and teacher
estimates of student engagement in science (low/medium/high), English language learner (ELL)
status, and the presence of an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) or a 504 plan were included.
High reading level and high engagement are the reference categories in the models, thus
coefficients are only shown for low and medium categories in both of those features. A classlevel indicator of whether or not the teacher had ever previously implemented EcoXPT was also
included. Models including the identity of the teacher as a factor often failed to converge, and
thus this factor has been omitted from these analyses. Details for this series of models are shown
in Table 5.
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Table 5. Summary of multilevel models of survey performance.
Dependent variable:
method
post
(1)
methods_pre

content
post
(2)

affect
post
(3)

Causality
Post
(4)

corrcaus epistemology
post
post
(5)
(6)

0.423***
(0.051)
0.503***
(0.042)

content_pre

0.671***
(0.043)

affect_pre

-0.158**
(0.065)

causality_pre

0.389***
(0.044)

corrcaus_pre

0.262***
(0.041)

epistemology_pre
LENS tools

-0.004
(0.011)

-0.010
(0.018)

0.010
(0.011)

0.014
(0.009)

0.024
(0.018)

0.033***
(0.010)

ELL

-0.0004
(0.031)

-0.016
(0.046)

0.026
(0.032)

0.027
(0.028)

-0.147***
(0.052)

0.017
(0.027)

IEP

0.015
(0.016)

-0.057*** 0.004
(0.022) (0.016)

-0.064***
(0.013)

-0.077***
(0.024)

-0.040***
(0.013)

Engagement (L)

-0.040**
(0.017)

-0.083*** -0.040**
(0.025) (0.018)

-0.065***
(0.015)

-0.084***
(0.027)

-0.061***
(0.015)

Engagement (M)

-0.035***
(0.011)

-0.014
(0.009)

-0.019
(0.017)

-0.028***
(0.010)

Reading (L)

-0.040**
(0.017)

-0.062*** -0.017
(0.025) (0.017)

-0.043***
(0.014)

-0.062**
(0.026)

-0.072***
(0.014)

Reading (M)

-0.015
(0.012)
-0.009
(0.012)

-0.046*** -0.003
(0.016) (0.011)
-0.003
-0.015
(0.017) (0.012)

-0.027***
(0.010)
-0.019*
(0.010)

-0.022
(0.018)
-0.027
(0.018)

-0.024**
(0.010)
-0.024**
(0.010)

0.531***
(0.041)

0.457*** 0.245***
(0.040) (0.030)

0.786***
(0.040)

0.548***
(0.039)

0.414***
(0.024)

Veteran
Constant

-0.016
(0.016)

-0.027**
(0.011)
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Table 5 (Continued)
Observations
Log Likelihood
Akaike Inf. Crit.
Bayesian Inf. Crit.

481
384.634
-743.267
-688.981

470
459
232.697 387.74
-439.395 -749.47
-385.409 -695.79

470
469.551
-913.103
-859.117
*

Note:

476
182.721
-339.442
-285.291

484
466.066
-906.133
-851.766

p<0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p<0.005

Gains on the epistemology construct did differ significantly by condition, with students
assigned to the LENS group earning 3.3-percentage points more on the post survey than their
EcoXPT peers when controlling for all other student-level covariates (t(188) = 3.19, p = 0.0035).
Epistemology gains were sensitive to student reading level, engagement, and IEP/504 status
when controlling for all other student-level covariates. Students below grade reading level earned
7.2-percentage points less on the post survey versus students above reading level (t(188) = -4.86,
p < 0.0001), and students at grade reading level earned 2.4-percentage points less on the post
survey versus students above reading level (t(188) = -2.34, p = 0.020). Students rated as low
engagement earned 6.1-percentage points less on the post survey versus highly engaged students
(t(188) = -4.13, p < 0.0001) and those rated as medium engagement earned 2.8 percentage points
less (t(188) = -2.77, p = 0.0061). Students with an IEP or 504 plan earned 4.0-percentage points
less than their peers (t(188) = -2.96, p = 0.0034). Students in classes taught by veteran EcoXPT
teachers earned 2.6 percentage points less than their peers when controlling for all other factors
(t(188) = -2.55, p = 0.016). Two-way interactions between all factors were tested but none were
found to be significant.
While no other construct’s gains differed by the presence of the LENS tools, Table 5
shows that engagement was a significant predictor of survey performance across all constructs
when controlling for all other factors. Reading level of students had almost as uniform a presence
in most models, with all construct models except the one for affect including it. The presence of
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IEP/504 plans was also significant on the content and correlation versus causation construct,
while ELL status was significant on that latter construct as well. The model to predict
performance on the causality construct was the only other model where teacher veteran status
was significant.
To explore which teachers may have had an impact on the significance of the “veteran”
designation, a Tukey’s honest significance difference test was used to test all pairwise
comparisons of teacher gains on the epistemology and causality constructs. Despite not differing
significantly on pre-survey scores, one novice teacher’s students’ gains (JG) were significantly
higher than four others (see Table 6). Three of those four teachers are veteran EcoXPT
instructors. On the causality survey, one novice teacher’s students’ gains were higher than those
of two veteran teachers.
Table 6. Differences in survey gains by teacher.
Epistemology
Teachers
JG vs. EJ
JG vs. JA
JG vs. RB
JG vs. SC
Causality

Veteran?
No/Yes
No/Yes
No/Yes
No/Yes

Difference (in percentage points)
10.45
11.25
12.41
14.53

p value
0.015
0.0071
0.0018
0.00065

Teachers
SH vs. JA
SH vs. RB

Veteran?
No/Yes
No/Yes

Difference (in percentage points)
6.78
7.69

p value
0.018
0.0034

Concept Map Quality
Overall concept map quality was determined by summing quality scores for claims,
evidence, and reasoning as outlined in Table 3 in Chapter 3. The coding procedure was designed
to be automatic. Cut points for different thresholds of quality were picked without human
intervention and with no reference to specific claims or pieces of evidence present only in this
curriculum. This type of automated coding makes the coding more applicable to other curricula.
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The purpose of this procedure is to score concept maps to generate formative feedback and drive
teacher interventions, not to assign a final quality score or grade at the end of the curriculum. In
addition to aligning with existing CER rubrics, the trinary split of quality scores allows machine
learning classifiers to make accurate predictions in ways they could not with continuous data and
provides simple bins for where different groups are facing issues.
The claim coding procedure first set the claim score to 0 if any incorrect claims were
present, then tallied the number of core claims described in Table 2. If that count was less than 7
(half of all possible core claims), claim quality was set at 1. Otherwise, claim quality for that pair
was set at 2. The mean claim score for students in the LENS condition was 0.53 (SD = 0.66)
indicating a large number of student maps still included at least one incorrect claim.
The evidence coding algorithm first calculated the ratio of total evidence used per
number of claims for each student group. If this ratio was less than one, that group was assigned
an evidence score of 0. Each piece of evidence used was then labeled by source (experimental,
reference, data/pattern, observation, or testimony) to estimate the appropriateness of the evidence
for particular claims. Lists of claims were generated that benefited from particular types of
evidence. For example, claims related to the role of weather on dissolved oxygen levels could be
justified well by experimental evidence from the weather simulator and from graphing weather
data alongside dissolved oxygen levels (though this is more correlational than causal evidence.)
A relevance metric was calculated for each concept map where groups earned one point every
time they used an appropriate source of evidence to justify a claim. The median relevance value
for all concept maps was 7, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 35. Groups with a relevance
metric below 7 were assigned a 1 for evidence score, while those higher were given a 2. The
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mean evidence score for LENS students was 1.23 (SD = 0.85) indicating that a large number of
concept maps did use evidence well to justify claims.
The reasoning scoring algorithm first calculated a reasoning ratio similar to that used by
evidence scoring, where the ratio of reasoning statements to claims made was calculated for all
groups. The mean reasoning ratio for all concept maps was 0.73, with ratios ranging from 0 to 1.
If this ratio was less than 0.73 (i.e., less than 73% of claims had reasoning included) then those
groups were assigned a reasoning score of 0. To determine the frequency of causal language in
group reasoning statements, natural language processing was used to evaluate if reasoning
statements used causal language. A set of 467 hand-coded reasoning statements from EcoXPT
concept maps was used as the basis of this coding. Reasoning text was vectorized to transform
text to a matrix of token counts, then the count matrix was run through a term-frequency times
inverse document-frequency (TF-IDF) transformer to scale down the effect of commonly used
words and focus on more meaningful ones. A linear support vector machine (SVM) model with
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) training was trained on 70% of the available labeled data, with
parameters optimized via grid search with 5-fold cross validation. The SVM model achieved
82.8% accuracy on the test set of data. While some of the claims in the concept map are only
supported by correlational evidence, most have causal experimental evidence available and a
manual investigation revealed that the vast majority of meaningful reasoning statements from
students do include causal language. This model was then used to classify each reasoning
statement as containing causal language or not. If less than half of the reasoning statements
contained causal language, the group’s reasoning score was a 1, while concept maps with higher
levels of causal language were assigned a 2. The mean reasoning score for LENS students was
0.92 (SD = 0.80) with a nearly even split between all three scores.
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Figure 7. Distribution of concept map quality scores by condition.
To generate the final concept map quality score, the claim, evidence, and reasoning
scores were added together. As an assessment of the validity of these scores, concept map scores
were correlated with normalized learning gains across all six constructs as shown in (1). As the
normalized learning gain =

post−pre
100−pre

(1)

survey scores are at the individual level, average normalized learning gain was calculated for
each group. Both evidence scores and total scores were positively correlated with average group
normalized learning gain on the causality construct (r = 0.17, p = 0.0082; r = 0.17, p = 0.0091).
The distributions of scores for both LENS classes as well as those school’s prior EcoXPT classes
are shown in Figure 7. LENS classes (mean = 2.95, SD = 1.59) had significantly higher concept
map scores than EcoXPT classes (mean = 2.35, SD = 1.37) according to a Welch's t-test (t =
4.05, p < 0.0001). This variant of a t-test accounts for the unequal variance and sample size
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between the groups. Within each subcategory, LENS classes had higher average claim scores
(0.77 vs 0.54, t = 3.08, p = 0.0022) and evidence scores (1.23 vs 0.89, t = 4.17, p < 0.0001) than
baseline EcoXPT classes, although average reasoning scores did not differ significantly (0.95 vs
0.92) between conditions.
In order to test whether the rubric features that were aligned or unaligned with the
pedagogical intent of each condition, and to assess any potential impact of the rubric scoring
breakpoints on the significance of these differences by condition, raw counts and ratios can also
be treated continuously and tested between groups. When analyzing these data, LENS classes
had higher average core claim counts (3.45 vs 2.07, t = 4.07, p < 0.0001) and evidence relevance
scores (8.32 vs 4.80, t = 5.92, p < 0.0001) than baseline EcoXPT classes. These findings make
sense given the intended support in the LENS condition for figuring out the underlying
connection in the causal dynamics of the eutrophication scenario as designed into the technology.
Average ratios of evidence and reasoning use as well as the ratio of causal language used in
reasoning statements did not differ significantly between conditions.
Sequential Pattern Mining and Markov Models
To explore how groups moved through the virtual world, Markov models were used to
calculate transition matrices for groups to see if the increased prevalence of certain transitions
was indicative of better understanding or a superior investigatory strategy. For these analyses, a
subset of data from days 6 through 8 of the curriculum was used, as all features were unlocked
by that point and development of the concept map did not yet dominate the majority of the
logged activities. Unsupervised learning was first used to identify different types of behaviors
exhibited by groups in their logged actions. Next, transition matrices from groups in different
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quartiles of learning gains and concept map quality were compared to detect any differences in
behavior between those groups.
A 6x6 transition matrix was calculated for each group then flattened into one dimension.
These vectors were then appended to each other, resulting in a dataframe with one row per group
and 36 features corresponding to the 36 different possible transitions. The k-means algorithm
was used to cluster the data, with an optimal number of two clusters selected by silhouette
analysis. State transition diagrams are plotted for each cluster in Figure 8 and reported in Table
7. The largest differences are that groups in cluster 0 will go from hypothesizing to seeking
feedback (while groups in cluster 1 never do) and are much more likely to go from hypothesizing
to experimenting and are not as prone to go from exploring to hypothesizing. Despite these
differences, cluster membership is not significantly associated with normalized learning gain on
any construct nor is it associated with concept map quality. Means of groups in each cluster did
not differ significantly by normalized learning gains on any construct or by concept map quality.
Table 7. Transition matrices by cluster.
Cluster 0:
Analyzing
Collecting
Experimenting
Exploring
Hypothesizing
Feedback
Cluster 1:
Analyzing
Collecting
Experimenting
Exploring
Hypothesizing
Feedback

Analyzing
0.75
0.14
0.20
0.05
0.10
0.09

Collecting
0.06
0.44
0.03
0.23
0.15
0.02

Experimenting
0.08
0.04
0.54
0.11
0.20
0.03

Exploring
0.08
0.33
0.18
0.60
0.34
0.06

Hypothesizing
0.00
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.16
0.00

Feedback
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.79

Analyzing
0.74
0.17
0.23
0.06
0.04
0.10

Collecting
0.07
0.46
0.03
0.20
0.11
0.02

Experimenting
0.09
0.04
0.52
0.13
0.70
0.04

Exploring
0.08
0.30
0.17
0.59
0.08
0.07

Hypothesizing
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.06
0.00

Feedback
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.78
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over twice as likely to continue hypothesizing instead of leaving that state. Groups in cluster 1

Figure 8. Markov models of clusters 0 (top) and 1 (bottom) of LENS classes.
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To further explore potential connections between normalized learning gains, concept map
quality, and transition matrices, subsets of the data were constructed for groups in the highest
and lowest quartiles for normalized learning gains on the epistemology construct. As survey data
are at the individual level, yet these transitions are at the group level, average normalized
learning gains were calculated for each group. State transition matrices were plotted for each
quartile, but no major differences were observed. In a similar fashion, no large differences were
observed between transition matrices from the highest quartile concept map quality groups and
the lowest.
Actions are categorized into different meta-categories at the log line level, although not
all actions are included. Actions corresponding to adjusting settings of tools or logging UI
actions such as closing a dialog box are not included, while events corresponding to meaningful
investigations or reflection are categorized. For example, simply selecting an experimental tool is
not categorized as an “experimenting” action, but running the experiment is. Likewise, adjusting
the zoom in the submarine tool is not classified as a meaningful action, but measuring the
population value of a microscopic creature is categorized as “collecting.” These distinctions are
meant to reduce uninformative events and avoid all processes becoming a series of the same n
events in sequence (e.g., to use an experiment one might need to always click the tool, adjust the
settings, and run the experiment). In the current system, meaningful actions take place an
average of 24 seconds apart (SD = 39.7).
To gain detail on what specific transitions might be more characteristic of a group that is
performing well or poorly, sequences of actions for groups in the lowest and highest concept
map quality quartiles were extracted and examined. The most frequent 2- and 3-grams
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(sequences of two or three logged actions) were extracted from group log file activity over the
same days six through eight time period as in the previous analysis. The most common
sequences are reported in Table 8 with n-grams consisting of only one meta-category omitted
(e.g., (‘exploring’, ‘exploring’, ‘exploring’)). The most common 2-grams are virtually identical
between the two groups, so little differentiation is possible.
Table 8. Most common sequences of logged activities by concept map quality.

Low Quartile 2-grams
('exploring', 'collecting')
('collecting', 'exploring')
('analyzing', 'exploring')
('exploring', 'analyzing')
('collecting', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'experimenting')
('experimenting', 'exploring')
('experimenting', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'experimenting')
('hypothesizing', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'experimenting')
('exploring', 'hypothesizing')
('hypothesizing', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'hypothesizing')

High Quartile 2-grams
('exploring', 'collecting')
('analyzing', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'analyzing')
('exploring', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'experimenting')
('experimenting', 'analyzing')
('experimenting', 'exploring')
('analyzing', 'experimenting')
('collecting', 'experimenting')
('experimenting', 'collecting')
('hypothesizing', 'exploring')
('analyzing', 'hypothesizing')
('exploring', 'hypothesizing')

Low Quartile 3-grams
('exploring', 'exploring', 'collecting')
('analyzing', 'analyzing', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'exploring', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'collecting', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'exploring', 'exploring')
('exploring', 'collecting', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'analyzing', 'analyzing')
('collecting', 'collecting', 'exploring')
('analyzing', 'exploring', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'analyzing', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'exploring', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'collecting', 'analyzing')
('exploring', 'exploring', 'analyzing')
('exploring', 'exploring', 'experimenting')
('analyzing', 'analyzing', 'collecting')

High Quartile 3-grams
('analyzing', 'analyzing', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'exploring', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'exploring', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'collecting', 'collecting')
('exploring', 'collecting', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'analyzing', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'collecting', 'analyzing')
('exploring', 'analyzing', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'exploring', 'exploring')
('collecting', 'collecting', 'exploring')
('analyzing', 'exploring', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'analyzing', 'collecting')
('collecting', 'exploring', 'exploring')
('experimenting', 'analyzing', 'analyzing')
('analyzing', 'analyzing', 'experimenting')
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When examining the 3-grams, many of the analyzing, exploring, and collecting activities
seem similar. Differences begin to reveal themselves, however, when focusing on 3-grams that
include experimentation. The high quartile’s high incidence of ('experimenting', 'analyzing',
'analyzing') may indicate attempts to rectify experimental evidence with correlational evidence
observed in plotted weather and water quality data. Likewise, the ('analyzing', 'analyzing',
'experimenting') 3-gram that occurs almost as often shows that, while groups are still in the
experimental trailer (since an ‘explore’ event would mark their movement back to the outdoor
space), they observed the correlations between their different data and then attempted to test
hypotheses or answer questions these data raise. While one of the main goals for EcoXPT is to
engage in epistemologically authentic experimentation (which includes that conducted in the
ecosystem), currently 5 out of 6 experimental tools are located inside the trailer.
In the lowest quartile, the most common 3-gram involving experimentation is
('exploring', 'exploring', 'experimenting'), meaning a significant amount of time was spent solely
moving through the world before running an experiment. While it is possible to experimentally
test relationships that are observed while exploring the world, exploration activities are typically
logged less frequently by days 6, 7, and 8 of the curriculum. Behaviors such as these may
indicate a lack of focus to investigations, but more possibilities are considered in the Discussion
chapter. The lower quartile group has a higher prevalence of exploring events in the top 15 3grams reported in Table 8.
To investigate if any 3-grams were significantly correlated with the outcome measures
from the survey and concept map evaluation, a count vectorizer was used on each group’s logged
events to generate a “bag-of-3-grams” with a row for each group and features for each 3-gram
observed in the entire dataset with counts of the occurrence of that 3-gram for each group. These
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counts were then correlated with average normalized learning gain and concept map quality. As
this analysis involved exploring correlations with 207 unique combinations of 3-grams observed
in the data, it was very likely that a high number of correlations would be below the alpha
threshold of 0.05. Instead of selectively analyzing these relationships further and running the risk
of “p-hacking” (Nuzzo, 2014), these relationships can be viewed in light of the hypotheses made
in Chapter 2. Significant correlations are reported in Table 9.

Table 9. Significant correlations with outcome measures.

Outcome Measure

3-grams

Correlation (p-value)

Concept Map Quality

analyzing analyzing experimenting
collecting feedback feedback
experimenting analyzing analyzing
collecting exploring collecting
exploring collecting exploring
experimenting experimenting feedback
exploring collecting collecting
collecting collecting exploring
analyzing experimenting analyzing
analyzing hypothesizing experimenting
collecting feedback hypothesizing
exploring experimenting feedback

0.220 (0.0017)
0.187 (0.0035)
0.196 (0.0049)
0.172 (0.0074)
0.155 (0.017)
0.139 (0.0184)
0.146 (0.0225)
0.135 (0.0371)
0.136 (0.0399)
0.130 (0.0439)
-0.187 (0.0016)
-0.146 (0.0244)

Content
normalized learning gain

experimenting collecting exploring
exploring experimenting feedback
experimenting hypothesizing exploring
hypothesizing exploring exploring

0.136 (0.034)
-0.185 (0.0051)
-0.152 (0.0203)
-0.141 (0.0344)

Causality
normalized learning gain

exploring analyzing experimenting
analyzing collecting hypothesizing
hypothesizing experimenting analyzing
exploring collecting collecting
collecting collecting analyzing
collecting collecting exploring
collecting exploring collecting

0.174 (0.0087)
0.162 (0.0128)
0.151 (0.0203)
0.141 (0.0294)
0.138 (0.0334)
0.133 (0.0394)
0.131 (0.0418)
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Table 9 (Continued)

Causality
normalized learning gain

Affect
normalized learning gain

Epistemology
normalized learning gain

feedback hypothesizing collecting
experimenting hypothesizing hypothesizing
exploring exploring exploring
exploring experimenting collecting
experimenting experimenting hypothesizing
exploring experimenting exploring
exploring hypothesizing analyzing
hypothesizing hypothesizing collecting
exploring experimenting hypothesizing
hypothesizing exploring exploring
experimenting exploring experimenting
exploring exploring exploring
analyzing experimenting hypothesizing
hypothesizing analyzing experimenting
hypothesizing experimenting experimenting
experimenting hypothesizing hypothesizing
experimenting experimenting hypothesizing
hypothesizing collecting analyzing
experimenting hypothesizing experimenting
hypothesizing hypothesizing experimenting
exploring collecting experimenting
exploring hypothesizing analyzing
analyzing exploring exploring

-0.308 (<0.0001)
-0.160 (0.0121)
-0.152 (0.0168)
-0.144 (0.028)
-0.134 (0.0339)
-0.178 (0.0068)
-0.151 (0.0207)
0.144 (0.0278)
-0.141 (0.0299)
-0.140 (0.031)
-0.139 (0.0352)
-0.134 (0.0432)
0.222 (0.0016)
0.151 (0.0153)
0.157 (0.0177)
0.180 (0.0208)
0.154 (0.0306)
0.130 (0.0353)
0.129 (0.0384)
0.147 (0.0441)
0.112 (0.0458)
-0.152 (0.021)
-0.142 (0.0389)

For the counts of 2-grams, ('exploring', 'experimenting') and ('exploring', 'analyzing')
were not more common in high quartile groups, but ('hypothesizing', 'exploring') was more
prevalent in the lowest quartile groups. The specific 3-gram ('exploring', 'analyzing',
'hypothesizing') is not observed among the significant correlations with any outcome measures.
While certain n-grams were highlighted in the hypotheses, the driving factor is whether the ngrams show an indication that groups are conducting scientific investigations in an authentic,
effective way. The other major way to tease meaning out of these findings is to compare these
sequences to the ground truth of classroom observations of more or less effective groups, though
this is not pursued here.
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Many positively correlated 3-grams from Table 9 can be mapped onto a logical sequence
of events that would happen in an effective investigation. For example, ('analyzing',
'experimenting', 'hypothesizing') was correlated positively with gains on the epistemology
construct and it likely means a group looked at correlational relationships in observational data,
ran an experiment to generate evidence, then made or edited a claim in their concept map.
Conversely, a negatively correlated 3-gram such as ('exploring', 'hypothesizing', 'analyzing')
suggests that a group moved about the world, edited their concept map, then began looking at
data that had been collected beforehand. While this may be a productive series in some cases, the
overall negative association indicates that this is likely not an ideal chain of events. The large
amount of negatively correlated 3-grams with normalized learning gain on the affective construct
largely involve exploring, which should not be a major type of event in the latter half of the
curriculum.
Feedback events are present in six significantly correlated 3-grams across concept map
quality, content gains, and causality gains. ('collecting', 'feedback', 'feedback') and
('experimenting', 'experimenting', 'feedback') were both positively correlated with concept map
quality, while ('collecting', 'feedback', 'hypothesizing') and ('exploring', 'experimenting',
'feedback') were negatively correlated. Parsing the role of feedback in these analyses is difficult
as it is unclear what feedback tool was used and for what purpose. Additionally, the intention of
these feedback tools was that they would be used more often by struggling learners, thus it is not
surprising that some feedback uses are more common among groups with weaker concept maps.
('exploring', 'experimenting', 'feedback') is negatively associated with content gains and
('feedback', 'hypothesizing', 'collecting') is negatively associated with causality gains. Further
analyses of n-grams containing which feedback tool was used may shed more light on these
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patterns. Additionally, confirming evidence from classroom observations would help ground
these findings and ensure they are meaningful.
Predicting Success
In an attempt to replicate the ability to predict the quality of student concept maps from
log file data in EcoXPT (Reilly & Dede, 2019), classification models were used to predict the
tertile of overall concept map quality for all LENS groups. LSTM-based models can account for
temporal dependencies in time series data, and the log file data was transformed into a 3dimensional tensor with dimensions of [samples, time step, features]. Support vector machine
(SVM) and random forest (RF) models are not able to account for the temporal order of logged
activities, so these models were fit on the cumulative counts of the same data. Two-thirds of the
groups were randomly selected to act as a training set, while the remaining third of groups acted
as the test set. 5-fold cross-validation was used to tune all model parameters and
hyperparameters.
To reduce overfitting on a small number of groups, a simple LSTM model consisting of
three bidirectional layers with 5 neurons each was built, with a dropout of 0.5 to on the first
layer. The third LSTM layer output to a fully connected layer with a softmax activation that
made the class assignments. The model utilized the Adam optimizer (learning rate = 0.01,
epsilon = 0.01) with a categorical cross-entropy loss function. The model could train for up to a
maximum of 100 epochs with an early stopping condition to halt training when validation loss
did not decrease for two consecutive epochs. Class weights were provided during model fitting
to combat the class imbalance in the training data.
In prior work with EcoXPT data, an LSTM-based model achieved the highest predictive
accuracy of concept map quality with 48.5% accuracy, while the RF model achieved a higher F1
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score due to having higher precision (Table 10). With the addition of the feedback features
generating new logged events, all models are able to make more accurate predictions. The
accuracy of all models for the LENS condition classes are similar, although the SVM model
slightly outperforms the LSTM model. The SVM model also has the highest recall (avoiding
false negatives), while the RF model has a superior precision (avoiding false positives). Taken
together as an F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) as defined by (2), all
classifiers are again similar, but the RF model is slightly more optimal.
F1 score = 2 ×

precision × recall

(2)

precision + recall

Table 10. Performance of concept map quality classifier by condition.
EcoXPT:
Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

SVM

37.9%

0.392

0.379

0.371

RF

43.9%

0.462

0.455

0.442

LSTM

48.5%

0.339

0.485

0.399

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

SVM

66.3%

0.440

0.663

0.529

RF

62.1%

0.493

0.621

0.535

LSTM

65.6%

0.430

0.656

0.520

LENS:

Use of New Features
Amount of Use by Type
Use of pedagogical agent-based feedback tools varied between different NPCs and over
time throughout the curriculum. Groups asked Ranger Susan for feedback an average of 2.56
times during the curriculum (SD = 2.60), with some groups never using the feature and one
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group utilizing it a maximum of 17 times. Jabir Hatami was consulted by groups an average of
2.02 times during the curriculum (SD = 2.20), with a minimum use of 0 and a maximum of 12
times. The two pedagogical agents were used differently over the course of the curriculum, with
Ranger Susan being used heavily on Day 2, then not being consulted as frequently while Jabir
Hatami was used more consistently after the experimental tools were unlocked (see Figure 9).
This is not surprising as Dr. Hatami is not present in the virtual world until experimental tools
are unlocked, resulting in no interactions with him prior to that day of the curriculum. A more
detailed breakdown of use by teacher is provided in Table 11.

Figure 9. Use of the pedagogical agents by day of curriculum.
Average use of new features by teacher is provided in Table 11. Classes in School 2
appear to have used the pedagogical agents much more than their peers in School 1. All groups
made use of the comparison tank tools and thus completed the interactive tutorial at least once,
resulting in a mean number of uses of 1.58 per group (SD = 0.85). Some groups chose to repeat
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the tutorial up to 6 times. Groups in School #2 were the only ones to repeat the tutorial, with
groups in school #1 utilizing it the one mandatory time. The introductory PowerPoint slides for
Day 6 describe the ability to repeat tool tutorials if groups become stuck, but this is not explicitly
described in the lesson plans for teachers. The optional comparison tank help that groups could
activate was used sparingly, with an average of 0.51 questions framed by the tool per group (SD
= 2.38). While many elected not to use the tool, the 27 groups that did make use of it posed an
average of 3.78 questions with a maximum of 28 uses observed in the log files for one group. In
keeping with observed trends, groups in School #2 were more likely to utilize this framing
feature during their use of the comparison tank tool.
Table 11. Use of new features by teacher.

Category

EJ

JA

SH

ML

RB

SC

JG

School

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Avg. Use of
Ranger Susan

3.93

2.72

3.23

0.50

2.88

0.62

1.47

Avg. Use of
Jabir Hatami

1.20

1.41

3.79

1.13

0.31

0.37

0.35

Comparison
Tutorial Use

2.00

1.51

1.42

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Comparison
Questions

0.67

0.45

0.98

0.13

0.00

0.00

0.47

Average # of
Reflection
Notes

0.51

2.49

5.37

3.26

0.48

0.46

1.82

Average Word
Count

19.8

20.5

31.9

25.5

14.1

53

25.3

Group save states show a varying amount of reflection notes between groups and
between teachers throughout the curriculum. A total of 587 reflection notes were saved by
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groups during the curriculum, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 21 notes. As there were
only 11 prompts for reflection provided, it is likely that some groups inadvertently saved
observational data as reflection notes or saved multiple notes per reflection in lieu of editing one
note per prompt. 162 groups made at least one reflection note (53% of participating groups),
resulting in an overall mean of 2.13 notes per group and a mean of 3.62 notes per group for
groups who completed at least one reflection. When examined by teacher, four teachers out of 7
appear to have used the reflection tool more consistently than the remaining three (Table 11).
Manual inspection of the reflection notes saved by groups with teacher averages of less than one
revealed the presence of observation notes that were incorrectly saved.
Reflection notes contained an average of 26.6 words per note, with values broken down
by teacher provided in Table 11. This was confirmed with a visual inspection of the text data that
revealed most reflections to be structured as 1-2 sentences answering the prompt, with some
elaborating in detail and others providing terser replies. The visual inspection also revealed that
most notes contained meaningful content that addressed the reflection prompt, with only 5
reflection notes comprised on nonsense or irrelevant text meant to take up space. While not
explicitly part of the curriculum, students may have assumed teachers would want to see these
reflections and thus stayed on-task to a high degree. The most frequently used words from the
reflection notes are shown in Figure 10. Many reflections centered on the fish kill event, thus the
large presence of “fish,” “bass,” and “die.” The prevalence of “fertilizer” and “bacteria” indicate
two foci of reflection for groups and exploring the context for how they are used in reflections
may be illuminating. The word “wonder” appears as several prompts asked groups to explain
what they are still wondering about the pond at certain points in the curriculum.
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Figure 10. Most frequent words from student reflection notes.
Student Feedback on New Features and Stuckness
Three additional questions were added to the end of the EcoXPT post-intervention survey
soliciting student feedback on the five new student-facing features added to the virtual
environment. One question asked students to rank the five new features in order from most
helpful to least helpful, the second asked students to elaborate on how the most useful feature
helped them, and the third question asked students to describe a time they felt lost or frustrated in
the curriculum and to suggest what might have helped them. Thirty-six percent of students rated
the step-by-step comparison tank tutorial to be the most helpful new feature, and 22% found Dr.
Hatami’s advice on the concept map to be the most helpful. In contrast, 43% of students found
Ranger Susan’s advice on what to do throughout the curriculum to be the least helpful feature,
and 30% of students ranked the reflection activities as the least helpful. The fifth feature, the help
button on the comparison tank tool to scaffold question asking, was consistently ranked between
these extremes (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Student rankings of new features (1 = most helpful, 5 = least helpful).
Student replies elaborating why they chose a particular tool as the most helpful were
thematically coded to identify common themes for the different tools. Students who selected the
comparison tank tutorial largely describe the tool as seeming overwhelming at first glance but
that multiple uses of the tutorial showed them how to use it correctly to generate causal evidence.
As described by one student:
The step by step tutorial was very helpful because it helped me understand the
comparison tanks better. Without it I would have had no idea what to do. The
comparison tanks later helped me provide good evidence.
Other groups focused on the utility of the tutorial as they felt the comparison tank was the most
important tool for generating causal evidence:
The comparison tank tutorial really helped me to learn how to use it. When I
finally understood how to use the comparison tank, it helped me a lot to figure
out the mystery.
Learning how to use the comparison tank was very helpful because it showed
me many patterns throughout the ecosystem. Also, the comparison tank
showed causal evidence that was important for the concept map.
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The tutorial on the comparison tank was most useful because the comparison
tank provided my claim with a lot of evidence. If I did not know how to use the
comparison tank, my argument wouldn't of [sic] been as strong.
An additional theme mentioned by some students was a time saving aspect of the tutorial:
The tutorial helped the most because it helped us learn how to use it. Even if
we figured out how to use it by ourselves, it would have taken us a lot of time.
The tutorial saved us some time, so we can do more things in the world.
This observation is consistent with worked tutorial literature summarized in Chapter 2. While not
adaptive to particular groups, students felt this feature nonetheless served as an effective scaffold
for their investigations.
The next most helpful feature, the concept map advice, was largely described by students
as mitigating confusion by providing direct hints that were actionable and specific:
I thought that Dr. Hatami's advice on the concept map was the most helpful
because he was able to give you feedback on things to improve to get the best
concept map you are capable of. It was helpful to have another opinion on your
work.
Me and my partner made our concept map stronger using the advice he gave
us, we added more reasoning and more evidence because of what he told us.
Dr. Hatami's advice was the most helpful as he could see the gaps in our
concept map. However, he did not tell us what was wrong with our concept
map. He only told us to look for gaps, not what the gaps were.
Other students selected Dr. Hatami’s advice because it made less obvious aspects of the tool
more apparent (such as the ability to make “does not affect” claims):
it helped because i learned that scientists also put things that do not affect their
goal for their concept maps
Some students described the tool as facilitating a deeper understanding of the complex causal
relationships at the virtual pond:
Dr. Hatami's advice was the most helpful. His advice was the most helpful
because it really encouraged us to look deeper and pay more attention to
smaller details. Without him, we wouldn't have been able to find the evidence
that we needed for our claim, and we wouldn't have been able to make such a
detailed concept map. These reasons are why this feature was most helpful.
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Students were also aware that the concept map was to be the final deliverable of the curriculum
and that they would be graded on their presentation, so they felt that this feature was the most
important due to the higher stakes of the concept map. It is worth noting that this is not the only
method that participating teachers used to assign grades in EcoXPT.
Students who chose to elaborate on the help button inside the comparison tank tool chose
this feature for many of the same reasons students chose the tutorial, namely that this feature
made it easier to generate causal evidence:
The help button on the comparison tank that showed how to ask a question was
what I found most helpful because it helps you to generate a claim/hypothesis
based on evidence.
It helped me, because I figured out what combinations of materials produced
the most dissolved oxygen, and turbitity etc.
Several students mentioned that the help tool and the question framing it provided aided them in
generating disconfirming evidence:
The help button on the tanks helped the most because the tanks knock out
many hypotheses. It helped when I was lost on how to test certain stations,
because knowing how to use them is helpful.
Others seemed to appreciate the on-demand nature of this feature versus the mandatory tutorial
every group had to complete:
For the help option, I wouldn't have to search to find what I needed, I just
asked and it appeared!!!1!
When i didn’t understand I could use the help button and it would get me back
on track.
While relatively few students selected this feature as most helpful, it is possible that this subset
was influenced to do so because of this main difference.
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The reflection activities were selected as most helpful by students who found them a
good way to summarize their thoughts for the day and plan ahead for what else to investigate.
Some students also specifically mentioned getting unstuck via reflecting:
It helped me by configuring all the loose strands of ideas and knowledge
floating around my head. The reflection activities helped me bring them all
together and develop a complicated reason why the fish were dying in the
pond.
The reflection activities helped me the most because when I am on EcoXPT
sometimes I get very stuck in what to do next and in class we had questions in
the beginning of the class that we right out, so we can have a sense of what to
do on EcoXPT.
Although I thought there were a bit too many reflection activities at the end,
the really helped me organize my thinking and understand my explanation and
experiences in EcoXPT more.
Teachers who made use of the reflection prompts often had students share their findings with
classmates at the end of the day or would use their reflections as a jumping off point for whole
class discussions, and many students found this aspect helpful:
in my opinion the reflection activities at the end of class helped the most
because we got to talk about the answers we got and it helped us move [move]
on.
Reflection activities were the most helpful for me because it helped me
understand if I was missing information by showing my classmate's thinking
and discoveries. If there was something I couldn't figure out, I could hear about
what my classmates did, and get an idea of what to do. These were also good
times to ask my peers for help.
Since all reflections are stored in the electronic notebook in this modification, students can freely
look back on them and see how their thinking evolved over time or see where they left off the
previous day. Several students commented on this aspect:
The reflection activities helped me gather my thoughts and write how they
might be causing the fish to die. When you have written enough reflections
you can look back and see how your opinion has changed.
it was important and helpful because I could always go back to it.
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While relatively few students overall (82) selected the reflection tool as the most helpful feature,
those who did valued the ability to step away from their investigations and synthesize their
thoughts with the intention of revisiting them and eventually sharing them with the class.
Those students who found Ranger Susan’s “What should I do?” advice to be the most
helpful found her advice to be essential to navigating the complex inquiry task set before them,
with some students mentioning aspects of engagement such as facilitating “on task” behavior:
Ranger Susan kept my group on task and gave us something to do when we
were not sure what we should have done.
it helped me because I would have been lost on about what to do if it weren't
for ranger Susan.
She got me started on the trail and I would be running around the pond with
nothing to do without it.
Many other responses in this category specifically mentioned Ranger Susan’s advice helped their
group avoid being stuck by suggesting heretofore unused features or different tools to
investigate:
It was helpful because it gave you a good idea, for when you are stuck and
need someone to steer you in the right direction.
Ranger Susan's advice really helped me because, if me or my partner got stuck
at one point, we could easily go to her for help on what to do next.
While previously both of these roles fell to the teacher, this feature allows students to get
answers to simple questions and avoid minor issues of stuckness, while freeing the teacher to
work with groups struggling on deeper issues or other concerns.
Emergent themes from student descriptions of times they felt lost or frustrated and what
might have helped them illuminated several key areas where students are often feeling stuck or
discouraged. 320 respondents provided meaningful answers to this prompt that addressed one of
both aspects of the question. Of these, six different aspects of the features and curriculum were
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discussed by 30 or more students: concept mapping, feedback from ranger Susan, NPC hint
generation, disconfirming hypotheses, collecting data, and the buoy data.
Students who discussed concept mapping often described this aspect as the main area
where they felt lost. These feelings often occurred near the first time the tool was used or close to
the end of the activity. Those who mention feeling lost near the beginning typically described not
knowing what to do with the interface or where to start assembling their map. Students who
describe feeling lost in the concept map later on relate difficulty filling gaps in their concept
maps and using existing evidence in effective ways:
I felt lost when I had some gaps in my concept map and didn't know what data
and tools would help. What could have helped me is looking at the data shown
by the different tools to help fill the gaps in my concept map.
I was working on my concept map with my partner and we had the beginning
part of it with the fertilizer and the end part of it with the fish and the dissolved
oxygen, but we were missing the big part in the middle. We tried to look
around and try to use the graphs and look at the data table more but we couldn't
find anything for a while. And in the end I met with my teacher and she guided
me to find a part of the concept map we didn't have before.
These replies often discuss finding a part of the world they missed or a tool they could use to
solve the problem after consultation with a teacher. Others describe getting through these periods
of stuckness by relying on feedback from Jabir Hatami:
I felt frustrated when I had pieces of my concept map but couldn't put them
together. I used Dr. Hatami's help to figure out what I was missing.
I felt frustrated when I couldn't figure what to put in my concept map next.
When Dr.Hatami gave advice on are concept map, that really helped.
While not all students found the NPC concept map feedback helpful in its current form, many
who struggled with mapping felt that additional hints and clues would help them get started more
effectively in this portion of the activity. Others also mentioned wishing the experimental tools
were unlocked sooner to generate causal evidence for their maps earlier.
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Students who mentioned Ranger Susan’s feedback with regard to stuckness and help
were largely negative about that feature’s ability to aid them. In general, students felt that her
suggestions were not helpful or that more specific advice is necessary:
One time I felt lost in EcoXPT is when my partner and I did not know why the
fish had died. …What could have helped us is if Ranger Susan helped us a bit
more and gave us more useful advice.
I did not get why ranger Susan could help because she never showed any data.
I wish Ranger Susan gave more detailed instructions because they were similar
to what we were told in class and I wish maybe she pointed us in the right
direction more.
Some of the responses seem to reveal a lack of understanding about her purpose in the world
(high-level day-to-day hints that mirror the framing from the lesson plans and not a next step
advice tool), while others bemoaned the inability to ask her specific questions. These replies
describe craving the dialog that they typically have to go to their teacher for in order to work
through their problems. The idea of a “right” direction or answer pulls against the goals of
EcoXPT to deliver authentic scientific instruction and highlight the true nature of science, and
this was not an intended purpose for Ranger Susan.
While Ranger Susan’s feedback may not have been as helpful as some students wished,
many others expressed interest in receiving more hints and clues in the virtual world as a way to
become unstuck. Several respondents mention desiring more just-in-time hints when stuck:
When nothing was working and I was going in circles. It could give hints if the
group was stuck for too long.
I felt lost when evidence ended in a dead end. Maybe it could have helped if
there was a little more guidance after you discover something, so that you
know what this means and what to do next.
Other students reinvented several supports that already exist in the world, such as an NPC that
helps decide what experimental tool to use (Dr. Hatami) or clues about what happened on days
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when you weren’t at the pond (buoy data). This indicates that some groups were still not aware
of all aspects of the virtual world after 13 days of using it, although this is not necessarily an
issue. The curriculum’s design emphasizes a “low floor, high ceiling” approach where different
pairs discover different aspects of the world.
Many students described maximal frustration and stuckness when encountering a piece of
disconfirming evidence that required accommodation of existing schemas. In general, students
who described this feeling thought that earlier access to experimental evidence would reduce the
likelihood of making so many naïve hypotheses that need to be disproven, as well as that nudges
toward certain tools or aspects of the world might have been beneficial:
I felt lost when my hypothesis that the fertilizer had killed the fish turned out to
be incorrect, after we ran an experiment and discovered that the fertilizer had
no effect on the fish. I think that maybe if we got to open the shed a bit earlier
we wouldn't become to set on our first explanation.
We felt lost when we ran an experiment and found out that what we had
thought caused the fish to die out actually didn't affect the fish. It would have
helped if one of the people had helped us find out what to look at next.
While this cycle of disconfirming initial hypotheses and generating new ones to test is an
essential part of authentic scientific inquiry and is an essential goal of EcoXPT, these responses
are a reminder of how foreign a concept this process may be for certain students.
Respondents also expressed frustration in the early days of the curriculum with the
onerous task of data collection throughout the virtual summer. Some complaints focused on the
user interface and the difficulty of finding or being able to click on certain species (the bacteria
and red-tailed hawk are both mentioned several times.) Several students suggested ways of
speeding up the data collection process:
One thing that could have helped me would be if the field guide had alerted me
when a tadpole was nearby (or any other living organism). It could also have
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helped if we did not have to take pictures of microorganisms for the field
guide. It would be easier if the microorganisms were already there.
Features to make data such as these more salient already exist in EcoMUVE Forest and
EcoMOD. While intended to be a simple introduction to the user interface and the virtual world
in general, early tasks that generate frustration and annoyance will not be beneficial for engaging
students or making them feel as though their time is being used productively.
Related to the general issues with data collection, many students specified feelings of
frustration related to gathering and using the sensor buoy data in particular. Using this data is the
only way to definitively say that the dissolved oxygen levels in the pond dipped low enough on a
certain day to kill the large fish. Students describe erroneously discounting the importance of
dissolved oxygen for a long time after seeing it never drop low enough on the days they visit the
virtual pond. Additionally, many students described being frustrated with the volume and
complexity of the buoy data when only one aspect of it is essential to the problem at hand:
we got lost when using the [buoy’s] immense data. There was SOOO much
that we couldn't find the important one we were looking for. Maybe you
should've highlighted the first one of each day.
Others were simply frustrated that they did not find the right NPC until late in the curriculum or
that they did not realize they needed to click her tablet to gather the data (despite dialog
explaining this).
Teacher Feedback on New Features and Stuckness
In general, the seven teachers were positive about the curriculum and the four veteran
teachers noted that the implementation seemed similar to the existing EcoXPT curriculum from
their perspective since they didn’t directly interact with most of the new features. In comparison
to their experiences with the baseline version of EcoXPT, two veteran teachers noted that more
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groups seemed to get farther along on their own and that teachers had to ask fewer leading
questions, instead focusing on encouraging reflection and planning effective experiments:
ML: I feel like more students got further along on their own. I feel like I was
able to ask less leading questions. I guess my questions were just more openended and kind of repeated: take a step back, what can kill the fish, and then go
from there. I did a lot of clarifying what tool would be the most useful. So this
is what we want to find out, and then I would direct them; I wouldn't tell them
how to set anything up, but it was more, this is a tolerance tank question or this
is a comparison tank question.
The other veteran teacher at the school noted that she had fewer students with very incomplete
concept maps at the end of the activity and that fewer groups ended up stuck in places she could
not help them out of without direct instruction. Despite the new tools, teachers did still
occasionally get questions pertaining to what groups should do next, and the quality of group
experimentation still varied greatly between groups. All teachers noted that they rarely saw
students directly using the new features, since groups would use teacher attention as a time to ask
the teacher questions instead, but they would hear conversations about the tools.
Teachers heard a litany of complaints about Ranger Susan’s advice that mirror the
comments students made in their surveys, namely that students wanted more specific guidance to
get the right answer and that they were afraid of being wrong:
RB: I think they thought she was going to tell them what the answer was, or
where to go next. Like specifically, because… they're 12 and 13; they're still
obsessed with the right answer. And they're so afraid to tell you what they're
thinking… I'm like, “You gotta tell me what you're thinking right now. I need
to see it.” And they're like [sits in silence for a moment], “Start with that
sentence.” “I'm really not sure.” Like they have to give you a disclaimer.
Another teacher referred to the difficulty of using feedback tools with this age group:
SH: Honestly, I think it's developmental. Like I said, they tend to like the path
of least resistance. They're like, “We already looked there.” I'm like, “Nope.
Look again.” They're impatient, just as a whole, 12- and 13-year-olds. They're
impatient and they like to do the easiest, right? “I clicked on that...” and it's
like, “But did you read it?”
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SH also hypothesized that few students followed up with Ranger Susan, as her role was not as
emphasized in the introductory lessons (despite being introduced early on in the slides), and that
students might make more of a connection if she was connected with Jade in the thinking move
videos. Two veteran teachers were not aware that Ranger Susan’s role had changed in the
curriculum and did not realize she was giving hints until students mentioned it. As observed in
the student surveys, teachers heard more positive comments about Dr. Hatami’s concept map
feedback. One teacher, however, expressed frustration that the message the NPC gives when a
large map is presented with no obvious errors might be interpreted as a sign that groups are done
working and do not need to add more claims or strengthen existing ones.
Teachers reported that the new tutorial reduced the number of low-level questions
students asked them about the interface and how to run experiments. While some groups still
rushed through it at first, they were observed repeating the tutorial more deliberately when
confused instead of going directly to the teacher or giving up. While some teachers doubted that
the question scaffolding “help” tool taught students much content knowledge about proper
experimentation technique, they agreed that it did align with classroom instruction on the topic.
One teacher described a typical poorly designed experiment:
ML: For example, they would put bacteria and dead matter in a tank, then put a
tank with bacteria, and then not put anything for a control. So they're like, “Oh,
look, bacteria increases the amount of bacteria.”
Teachers at both schools expressed a desire for this tutorial to be expanded to cover the concepts
of control and when to use multiple factors, with the understanding that this would also require
more introductory lessons on experimentation and could extend an already lengthy curriculum.
One novice teacher expressed interest in lifting the cap on two factors added to each tank, with
the understanding that this would make controlled experiments harder to set up.
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Teachers reported using the reflection prompts in very different ways. Two veteran
teachers reported not using them at all with their classes, instead prioritizing maximizing the
amount of time students could spend in the virtual world. Another veteran teacher described not
using them initially to let students focus on data collection, but then incorporating them later
when the problem space became more complex. Conversely, one of the novice teachers said she
used the prompts at the beginning, then stopped doing it as the material became more complex as
she felt her students needed more time focused on building their concept maps. She described her
main struggle as getting the students started on the “right path” and was very hesitant to then
interrupt them when engaged and working productively. The fourth veteran teacher used them
occasionally but as homework assignments to allow for more grades to be entered for students
during the curriculum. At the start of her next class, she would have students share their
homework responses as a warm-up discussion before starting the lesson for that day. This
mirrors a suggested use of the prompts from the original version of EcoXPT. Discussing the
importance of the reflection activities with teachers at one school lead them to discuss the
importance of the reflections in fostering the practices of science in their students versus driving
home additional content knowledge.
The addition of the new reflection notes also lead some teachers to discuss general issues
they saw with student notebooks. Students in some classes were confused about when to use
reflection notes versus observations, and how reflections couldn’t be used as evidence, but
observations could. Teachers reported many students struggling saving a large amount of
notebook entries with insufficient notes to go back and find important information later. One
teacher suggested expanding an entire lesson to note taking in a scientific notebook. Teachers
identified the notebook as a potential area for more support in the virtual world as well, with the
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ability to check what students have put for notes and provide feedback that might be helpful for
them when they go to use the notes as evidence.
When asked what behaviors indicated to teachers that groups were stuck or struggling
(aside from hand raising), a main indicator that teachers mentioned was to look at what tools are
being used midway through the curriculum and see if they are appropriate (e.g., not collecting
water quality data still). Some suggested limiting the ability to use certain tools after certain
points in the curriculum to avoid policing these types of behaviors. There is an option in the
curriculum to fill in all missing data for a specific group, but teachers reported struggling groups
using these data collection tools even after being given all possible values. Another main
indicator of stuckness for teachers was when groups succumbed to confirmation bias and were
reluctant to let go of an incorrect hypothesis despite evidence to the contrary. Once the concept
map is partially built, these claims are easy for teachers to notice when observing a group.
Certain key phrases that teachers overheard indicated that student frustrations had reached a
point where teacher intervention was necessary. Examples given were “I’m done,” “This is
stupid,” and “I’m finished.” One teacher summarized her feelings about student reports of
feeling bored during the curriculum:
JA: I think most of the kids stayed engaged. I remember kids telling me
towards the end of it that they were bored with it. And I'm like, “You know,
the kids who are actually doing it are not bored. Your choice to screw around
is actually affecting how much you're enjoying science class.”
Additionally, teachers emphasized the importance of observing body language within groups to
gauge how things were progressing:
SH: I would definitely look at body language between partners. Sometimes one
kid was stuck and would just check out [pantomimes slouching and looking
into space] and the other kids were persisting. I would go over there and that
would be one of the times [where groups were struggling].
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One veteran teacher felt that issues related to disengagement from the non-computer-using
student was a big enough issue to suggest doing the activity individually next implementation.
While she acknowledged the benefits of working in groups, she felt that issues she’d had with
classroom management from bored partners were overall more detrimental. Other observed
behaviors associated with stuckness include groups asking questions of their nearby peers or
spending too much time on one experimental tool.
Teachers describe distinguishing between groups being stuck and productively struggling
mainly by sitting with pairs for several minutes and listening to their version of the causal story
that lead to the fish kill. Looking at their concept map was usually an easy way of telling when
groups may require nudging in a productive direction versus being left to investigate. Several
teachers highlighted the importance of including “Does Not Affect” relationships in concept
maps as a way for students to not feel as though the work they’ve done prior to disconfirming a
hypothesis was wasted or that they had accomplished little:
SH: I liked [the DNA arrows] and I was like, that really shows me that you
tried stuff and you learned that it wasn't right, and that's really helpful. I wished
I had never told them to take stuff out of their concept maps… I actually
wished on the contrary, that I had told them to leave stuff in because their
disconfirming evidence was important. That told them things that they had
tried, that they knew weren’t right, so that they didn't have to check it again.
Veteran teachers reported seeing more students using DNA claims than in prior implementations,
and they found this useful for giving groups feedback as well as giving struggling groups
something to talk about during their presentations. When looking at a map with naïve hypotheses
with regard to the large fish dying, the most common piece of advice teachers delivered was to
send groups to the tolerance tanks to test claims and see that the evidence does not support them.
At the school that used the teacher reports, the two veteran teachers and one novice
teacher were all very positive about this new feature of the curriculum. As one veteran teacher
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put it, “It helped me catch the kids who were falling through the cracks that I didn't think were
falling through the cracks.” These teachers found it empowering to see data they’d never had
access to presented in a manner they could understand and use to directly help struggling groups.
Teachers described students being shocked that teachers could know about the data stored in
their notebooks and what they had written. Jokingly referring to it as “Big Brother in EcoXPT,”
one veteran teacher noticed groups being much more conscientious about labeling their notes and
systematically storing data after teacher reports indicated they had had issues in these areas.
Teachers avoided what they referred to as “public shaming” and would deliver feedback directly
to groups in private or make general announcements at the start of class about widespread issues.
The novice teacher did note several times where feedback on the report did not seem to match
what she saw on the groups’ screens, but these were seemingly isolated incidents. Teachers were
aware that work on this research project would be wrapping up in 2020 and were concerned that
similar reports could not be generated in the offline version of the curriculum as easily.
These teachers found the visualization of the proportion of logged activities to be easily
interpretable after an initial explanation with the first report and were satisfied with the concept
map and notebook hints provided in the bottom section of the report. Teachers said the
visualization helped find off-task groups easily. One veteran teacher showed the visualization
section of her reports to her classes directly and let them draw conclusions about their own time
management and explained what types of activities go under each category. When asked about
other features that might be added to the report, teachers wondered if it would be possible to
track which student in a pair was at the keyboard at any given time. Linking back to the potential
issues with disengagement mentioned earlier, teachers wanted to ensure as equal participation in
the curriculum as possible.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
In general, the LENS suite of feedback tools helped students learn about epistemology
and the nature of science, increased the number of claims groups made, increased the relevance
of the evidence they used, and increased the accuracy of classifiers designed to predict student
success by 37%. Student opinions on the tools suggest that some view them as helpful while
others view them as insufficient as they still crave direct instruction and are not used to ASI
activities. Teachers used these tools in varying ways in their classrooms and provided very
positive feedback on the visualization and daily report. This chapter summarizes the research
findings detailed in Chapter 4 in terms of how they inform the research questions for this study.
Overall trends from the different analyses are teased out and interpreted as part of this effort.
Limitations of the work are outlined along with possible remedies. Potential future work inspired
by these findings is also discussed.
Overall Trends
Teacher-Facing Support
The first research question in this study focuses on the teacher-facing support added to
the EcoXPT curriculum. As previously reported, the three teachers who made use of the
summary teacher reports found them useful in guiding their whole class instruction to address
issues faced by multiple groups, as well as attending to struggling groups. The three
hypothesized sources of information for the reports (types of logged events, types of saved notes,
and current state of the concept map) proved sufficient, and teachers reported feeling empowered
by having access to this otherwise difficult- or impossible-to-observe data.
During the design of the feature, the impact on student behavior of knowing that
everything they entered in the virtual world could be observed had not been considered as a
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major feature. As teachers described, however, even knowing this level of observation was
possible led to observed behavioral changes in students. While the psychological aspects of user
interface and user experience design of dashboards is a well-studied problem (Xhakaj et al.,
2016), less work has been done on the indirect impact of these tools on the students whose work
is being observed. Much human-computer interaction research on teacher dashboards considers
their effect as a causal chain that tracks any potential effects on student learning as being
mediated by teacher ingestion and processing of dashboard data (Xhakaj et al., 2017). The
reported behaviors from veteran teachers in this study, however, indicate that the causality is not
quite that linear (such as the reported observer / “big brother” effect).
As has been observed previously with EcoXPT, teacher fidelity of implementation varies
significantly across several dimensions (McGivney et al., 2019), and teachers’ use of this
summary report was no exception. While not meant to be prescriptive or a scripted curriculum,
there is always a risk that students or teachers may use features or tools meant to help them in
unintended ways that may be harmful to learning or undercut the goals of an ASI curriculum.
While it is impossible to quantify the isolated effect of the teacher tool, both veterans and the one
new instructor found it helpful for classroom management and providing formative feedback.
The teachers in this study self-selected to pilot a new suite of technology-enabled tools for a
cutting-edge inquiry-based science curriculum and can safely assume to have been acting in
good faith during their implementations in an intrinsically motivated fashion (despite the
monetary remuneration they received for their participation.) When deploying these tools at scale
or providing them online for teacher use at-will, proper documentation and refinement of the
presentation must accompany the feature to make sure its use aligns with the broader goals of the
curriculum.
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Types of Feedback
The second research question asks about what types of feedback show evidence of
behavioral change when offered to students along with the regular EcoXPT materials. It was
hypothesized that students using the added LENS components would have larger gains on the
affective and experimental methods portions of the survey, but they did not outperform the
EcoXPT groups from earlier implementations. The LENS groups did have higher gains in
epistemology. A manual investigation of student surveys revealed no particular type of question
that LENS groups performed better or worse on within the epistemology survey, but overall
performance was slightly higher on average. Several of the LENS tools explicitly relate actions
in the virtual world to authentic scientific practices (e.g., experimentation strategies in the
companion tank feature). The experimental methods survey focused more on specific
experiments that ecosystem scientists can use in different scenarios and thus had a different focus
than the final form of the feedback features. The affective dimension was hypothesized to differ,
in that it was expected that reducing student risk of unproductive floundering during the activity
might increase student sense of self-efficacy but this was not the case. It is also possible that
there is less unproductive floundering in EcoXPT from the perspective of students than
perceived by teachers and researchers. Overall, these results are promising as they demonstrate
that the added LENS tools do not, at the very least, harm student learning on any measured
dimension.
Gains on several constructs were moderated by teacher reported student engagement in
science, with students rated “low” on engagement consistently gaining less across constructs
when controlling for other factors. Only 66 out of 575 students from the survey dataset were
classified as “low” engagement (11%), but these are students who might benefit the most from a
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virtual environment-based curriculum that typically achieves high levels of student engagement
(Metcalf et al., 2014). Future feedback tools could be designed with engagement as a higher
priority alongside methods for detecting group disengagement and intervening accordingly.
Differences by teacher on the epistemology and causality constructs likely do not indicate
any particular issues with the curriculum or the condition assignment (as the presence of the new
tools did not interact significantly with veteran status), but add more to the conversation
regarding teacher variation in implementation. Different teachers focus on different aspects of
the curriculum, and at times one’s focus can result in larger gains on certain constructs than those
of their peer teachers. This may not be an issue with a larger sample, but the effect of having
previous experience with the curricula may be a consideration in future studies. As these
technologies become more prevalent, experience with them and with teaching authentic scientific
inquiry may become more significant.
Issues with lower reading level being associated with lower learning gains have been
previously observed in as yet unpublished analyses of large-scale implementations of EcoXPT,
but survey gains do not typically differ by IEP/504 or ELL status. EcoXPT has been used
successfully with a diverse population of ELL and special education students in the past, and it is
likely that this is due to the particular sample assembled for this study. The issues related to
student reading level may also be more of an issue with the assessment than with the curriculum,
as the pre- and post-survey involve much more reading than the immersive environment requires.
As this was an issue when controlling for LENS feature use, it does not appear as though the new
features made the curriculum less accessible. This result may be due to the small populations of
students in both of those categories, with only 18 students in the final dataset classified as
English language learners and 81 designated as having an IEP or 504 plan. Design decisions in
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virtual worlds can be made to leverage the affordances of the virtual environment to replace
some written text with audio or video from NPCs to reduce reading load.
Concept map quality also differed by condition, with LENS groups making higher quality
maps on average according to the rubric. All thresholds for the different quality metrics and
algorithms for determining them were implemented prior to testing for these differences while
still being based in CER literature (as described in Chapter 3). While this analysis does not show
which tools made the difference, it suggests that the tools offered in the LENS package do make
a difference in how well students are able to model the particular complex causal relationships of
the pond ecosystem. On balance, and as discussed above, while the rubric was unaligned with the
broader pedagogical goals of EcoXPT, it was aligned with the intents and purposes of the LENS
suite of tools: to move towards formative assessment and scaffolding to support building a
concept map that mirrors the one designed into the technology.
Trends in how different new features were used by different classes shed light on which
aspects were deemed valuable and how this valuation differed by teacher and school. From the
summary statistics listed in Table 9, it is clear that teachers in School 2 implemented a more
faithful version of the curriculum with added features. While EJ’s use of reflection notes appears
to contradict this trend, she revealed in her interview that she used the prompts as homework
assignments, as she had previously in her last use of EcoXPT, rather than have students save
them in the virtual world. At School 1, ML and SC classes barely used Ranger Susan, while only
ML’s students there made extensive use of the concept map feedback. All students at this school
only used the comparison tank tutorial once, and RB and SC classes never utilized the
comparison tank help function. These differences do not break down by novice versus veteran
instructors. Despite being given identical training on the new formative feedback features and
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having the same introductory slides that describe these features, it is clear that differences in
teaching style and presentation lead to very different behaviors in the virtual world. This is
consistent with Tutwiler's (2014) findings with regard to between-teacher variation in student
data collection in EcoMUVE. These variations add difficulty to the task of assessing which tools
made an impact. JG’s mean epistemology gain was significantly higher than JA, RB, SC, and EJ,
but her overall use of new features was low.
The varying use of the reflection tool between teachers is reflective of a long-standing
tension that teachers have expressed with regard to the EcoLEARN curricula. The curriculum
designers encourage discretion about too much sharing of findings so as not to eclipse the
opportunity for all students to engage in inquiry. Some teachers, none-the-less, encourage whole
class discussion and sharing of major discoveries as they happen. As a natural part of these
discussions, groups adopt each other’s connections in the concept map and learn about causal
connections they may not have discovered yet in the world, but they learn less about how to
persist through challenging unstructured problems and how to approach their own inquiry.
While, the lesson plans currently leave this to the discretion of the individual teacher, the newly
added “reflection” feature does push lessons more towards encouraging communication rather
than sequestering. The main goal of EcoXPT is not the discovery of a final “right” or “correct”
concept map, but rather an understanding of the nature of science and of the difference between
correlation and causation.
Student feedback at the end of the survey illuminated some perceived issues with the
newly added tools. The hypotheses for the second research question conjectured that students
would find direct guidance prompts to be most helpful. While the direct guidance of the tutorial
was found very helpful, Ranger Susan’s guidance was ranked last in helpfulness of new features.
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An unusual amount of vitriol was put into some comments about Ranger Susan that was not
observed in reaction to Jabir Hatami, an NPC with a similar role that provided slightly different
advice. Hatami’s advice is aligned with the greater curricular goals of the program by helping
students bridge the gap between their current understanding and goals related to evidence
gathering and use. His advice echoes what was presented to students via PowerPoint, instruction
at the beginning of lessons, and through the Thinking Move posters. Students were better able to
attend to the information when it arrived just-in-time in a dynamic way. Ranger Susan, on the
other hand, pulled against the goals of the curriculum by providing low-level direct advice and
was not found as helpful.
Ranger Susan acted as a lightning rod for students taking out frustration as one of the
most consistently visible NPCs in the world. Gender differences of NPCs and player avatars
have been studied in entertainment games (Bergstrom et al., 2012) and may play a role here.
Students and teachers both asked for more dialog options with NPCs and for video or at least
animations to make pedagogical agents come to life. This is consistent with Lester et al.'s (1997)
work on affective aspects of pedagogical agents, where lifelike representations of characters
have a strong positive impact on student perceptions of the activity. Student relationships with
and use of pedagogical agents can also vary widely by student gender (Pezzullo et al., 2017), and
this aspect of the negative feedback must be considered. While graphics in EcoXPT are simple to
function well on a wide range of school hardware and authentic by design, other simulations
might be designed such to make different artistic choices to sacrifice realism for a more
expressive, abstract style.
Within student comments about Dr. Hatami’s feedback, they mention his model-based
feedback as very helpful. While his importance may have been skewed by the knowledge that the
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concept maps were a critical piece of the curriculum and would serve as the basis for their
presentations, this still represents a different ranking of feature utility than was hypothesized. It
is impossible to tease apart solely the influence of his advice versus other tools, but this feature is
the one that would most directly impact concept map quality. Given the difference between
conditions on that outcome measure, these data suggest model-based feedback may have a larger
impact on student behaviors than other forms. In their written responses, students expressed that
they wanted direct guidance about what to do and how to figure out the links that should be in
their concept maps and that Dr. Hatami’s model-based feedback was helpful towards this end.
This level of interest in getting to the right answer pulled against the broader EcoXPT
goals of learning to engage in inquiry and learning the epistemology of science. This reflects
both students’ lack of experience with similar activities, as well as a tension inherent in
balancing a need for support and guidance with the importance of authenticity in these types of
inquiry-based activities. These tools have tried to strike an optimal balance of support and
struggle, but it is clear that not all students agree that this level of support was what they wanted.
The tendency to want to simplify the world to make it easier to comprehend is tempting for both
instructional designers and classroom teachers implementing such curricula, but these
simplifications will not happen in the real world. Striking the right balance between structuring
and the problematizing represented in authentic problem spaces (Reiser, 2004) is important to
helping students learn in these complex spaces, such that the inquiry process mimics the shared
negotiation of meaning and scientific argumentation that are hallmarks of the real nature of
science (Schwartz & Crawford, 2006).
Sharing responses to reflection prompts can unfortunately condense outcomes since more
students see what the teacher views as the right answer in terms of claims and evidence. In turn,
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they likely learn less about the process of inquiry, the value of uncertainty, and the important
process of deeply exploring alternative hypotheses. An abundance of sharing during the
curriculum risks taking away learning opportunities from those who are working at lower levels.
The reflection tool was intended to be used solely at a group-level, but this intention was not
always honored as revealed by teacher comments on their use of the prompts.
Teacher feedback from their interviews regarding the efficacy of different types of tools
echoed student sentiment and noted ways for the pedagogical agents to be more obvious in the
world. NPC delivered hints are intended to suggest courses of action without defining next steps
or bottom-out hints, but teacher feedback suggests this may cause more anxiety and frustration
from students who are used to direct instruction and being told what to do next in a procedurelike format in science classes. Feedback can be reworded and reframed in such a way to mitigate
these feelings of frustration while still being helpful and not overly limiting in the open-ended
activity. Feedback can also help re-center students on the main goals of the curriculum and away
from the notion of right answers and arriving at one correct solution at the end of the curriculum.
Key Sequences and Features
The third research question asks about key sequences of events or other features of the
logged information that can help generate formative feedback. The specific examples given in
the hypotheses are not seen in the significant n-grams listed in Table 6. The overall trend of
positive correlations with outcomes when sequences can be mapped to best practices in
conducting scientific investigations does largely seem to hold. While these correlations are not
large, they still suggest features from the logged data that may be informative in future model
building. While the Markov models did not reveal major differences between the lowest and
highest quartiles of students across several outcome measures, the clustering analysis reveals two
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distinct yet equally successful typical state transitions that lead to roughly equivalent outcomes.
This aligns well with the goals of an open-ended curriculum where there should not be one
optimal path to follow to maximize learning. Clustering student approaches to problem-solving
has been effective in helping computer science teachers provide feedback for novice
programmers (McBroom et al., 2018), and similar results may be possible if clustering is used
more extensively in future teacher reports.
Several sequences of logged events have been discovered that may indicate lack of focus
or suboptimal uses of group time in the virtual world, but log file data is generally insufficient to
explain exactly what each sequence signified for each group or to deterministically label each
instance of these sequences as a negative. These sequences will need to be compared to the close
observations of the variety of student behaviors observed in EcoXPT during previous case
studies. Triangulation and the accrual of confirming or disconfirming evidence is one of the few
ways to ultimately support this study’s interpretation of what occurs during group work. Text
replay tagging such as that used by Sao Pedro et al. (2010) would likely provide this muchneeded triangulation and context for group n-grams.
The newly added hint and feedback tools resulted in a much greater ability to predict
concept map quality than previously possible. These accuracies (as summarized in Table 10)
approach those achieved in previous work when also using student pre-survey information as
features (Reilly & Dede, 2019). The other interesting takeaway from this work is the efficacy of
simple classifiers that do not utilize neural networks or time series data to make their predictions.
A parsimonious model such as an SVM classifier is much faster to train and easier to embed in a
virtual world, and these findings are significant for the development and implementation of
feedback tools based on these predictions. Ultimately, this type of classifier could be used on the
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first several days of a group’s logged actions to predict the groups most likely to struggle and to
direct scaffolds and teacher attention their way, in a similar fashion to Mao et al.'s (2019) work
done with novice programming tasks.
Limitations
One of the main limitations of this study is the difficulty of teasing apart which features
have measurable effects on student affect and outcomes. A design decision was made at the
outset of the study to treat all recruited students with the same suite of tools, as teacher
recruitment had been challenging and it was felt that a larger sample size would aid comparisons
to historical EcoXPT data even in light of the resulting uneven sample sizes (as discussed
below). Now that data has been collected and analyzed from the entire suite of tools, refinements
to the tools can be made and A/B testing of different variants of the feedback features can be
done in a future study. For example, some classes may be offered solely the metacognitive and
model-based tools while others see only the direct instruction feedback. Smaller divisions would
also be possible, but a different survey might be necessary as the EcoXPT survey is powered for
a sample size of roughly 200 student groups.
One issue with detecting these smaller changes, however, is related to variation in fidelity
of implementation between teachers. While relatively little within-teacher variation is seen
between classes, different teachers utilize the curriculum in very different ways. These
differences will only increase in magnitude as teachers begin using these tools without the
assistance of researchers during the implementation. Even within this sample, several veteran
teachers were not aware of certain changes made to the tool for this study and made little use of
them or let students discover them for themselves in inconsistent ways. While teachers are
always going to foreground their purposes, the tools developed must be resilient to this type of
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variation. This type of between-teacher variability has been observed previously in immersive
virtual environment-based curricula and will likely make generalizability of feedback tools and
detectors challenging (Tutwiler, 2014). The issue of veteran teachers adapting to new versions of
feedback tools should be considered for any future design-based research studies utilizing
teachers with experience using similar technology-enabled curricula. The same training on new
features was presented to new and returning teachers, but more explicit guidance may be
necessary to combat the tendency to implement similar activities in the same way as previous
years.
Incorporating group reflection activities as a more emphasized part of the virtual world
had the unintended consequence of having teachers use these reflection and self-explanation
prompts as a basis for end of class or beginning of class discussions. Teacher guidance against
this was kept the same as with baseline EcoXPT, but the new feature may have been alluring for
teachers to incorporate into their instruction. While some amount of leakage of information
between groups is inevitable, more sharing of answers risks yielding more complete concept
maps but less inquiry-based investigation. This is one possible cause of the difference in quality
of concept maps between treatments, but features are confounded in this study design and it is
impossible to examine the effect of one specific change.
While the LENS tools developed for the curriculum have shown promise that bears
further investigation, many of them are currently dependent on online connectivity to store and
process log file data on a remote server. With the conclusion of the EcoXPT project, an offline
version has been made available to teachers, as funding is not available to keep the university
servers running in perpetuity to process and store log file and save state information. The types
of tools developed for this dissertation will need to be re-engineered to work on local machines
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used at schools and to process data without internet connectivity. Some of the more advanced
analyses like natural language processing may not be able to be embedded in the Unity game
world. These issues are solvable and are typical of technology needing to adapt and scale after
development, but associated costs must be considered during the design phase.
The use of historical EcoXPT data also presents limitations for the validity and
generalizability of these findings. In both prior studies described in Chapter 3, entire classes were
randomly assigned by teacher so that half of every teacher’s classes were EcoXPT and half were
the modified version or comparison curriculum. Especially in the case of an entirely different
curriculum, this represented a significant increase in work and thus less time teachers could
potentially devote to EcoXPT preparation. In this study, all teachers taught all sections with the
identical features and curriculum. Additionally, this opportunistic sampling method resulted in a
much larger sample size for students in the LENS condition than was available in the historical
data. While efforts have been made in the modeling and statistical tests used to account for the
imbalanced sample, this is not ideal. Teacher recruitment was challenging for testing the LENS
condition and it was originally thought that only one school would be participating, thus all
classes were assigned the modified version. Ideally (or in a follow-up study), random assignment
within teachers would be done as in the historical data to get a more accurate picture of what
benefits and drawbacks are associated with the addition of the LENS tools.
Another consistent issue in this work is the potential for the LENS tools to provide advice
that runs counter to some goals of authentic scientific inquiry. For example, Ranger Susan’s
advice suggests students explore the experimental tools to generate confirming and
disconfirming evidence if she detects that a group has not yet used the tools after they are
unlocked. While rather innocuous advice, some might argue that an ASI activity should not give
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the advice to try all of the experimental tools at once. Instead, the focus should be on helping
groups focus on answers to the questions that they are asking as part of the hypothesis that they
are developing at any given time, mapping to the authentic context in which a scientist would be
testing their hypothesis. These hints run the risk of turning the activity into a checklist or
“workbook”-style activity where different parts are completed in sequence by all groups. This
goes back to the earlier tension between structuring and problematizing via scaffolding (Reiser,
2004) and the LENS tools tend to currently focus (perhaps too much) on structuring. Some
amount of struggle in intentional in problem-based learning, yet these feedback tools may have
given students too much guidance where they felt reliant on it.
Much like the use of an opportunistic sample, the use of EcoXPT as a framework for the
LENS suite of tools is also opportunistic. The design of an immersive virtual environment like
EcoXPT is far beyond the scale of a dissertation, yet it served as a convenient test bed for
embedding new feedback and assessment features. The curriculum and software were not
originally designed for these purposes, and the use of historical data limited some of the
modifications that could be made to the curriculum and pre-post assessment strategy.
Opportunities to deal with complex, ill-structured problems are essential for preparing scientists
to enter the workforce, but these opportunities can also make students in high-pressure settings
uncomfortable. The design of EcoXPT is based on thorough interviews with ecosystem scientists
and a deep understanding of the nature of science (Kamarainen & Grotzer, 2019) but that does
not preclude the possibility of using different types of feedback to reduce the risk of
unproductive struggle A curriculum and software suite designed from the ground up to
incorporate formative feedback and passive assessment might do a better job at striking this
balance than this current suite or tools.
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Finally, this study was done with a rather homogenous sample of students from a district
the EcoLEARN team has worked extensively with nearly ten years. Other studies conducted on
EcoLEARN curricula have worked with diverse populations across New England, but these
feedback and assessment tools have only been used with a small sliver of possible students and
settings. In order to be effective for teachers internationally and valuable to the research
community at large, the efficacy of interventions such as these need to be tested in different
geographical regions with as wide a range of students across racial, gender, and socioeconomic
lines. There currently exists a barrier between what interventions work at a research and
development scale versus what can be deployed at scale (Behrens et al., 2019), and continuing to
push these boundaries may provide evidence that funding the expensive development of
immersive environments and games for learning is worthwhile. While that falls beyond the scale
of a dissertation, securing funding for program evaluation of virtual environment-based feedback
and assessment tools would be a good next step. This aligns with one of the Baker Learning
Analytics Prizes that focuses on generalizability of models across different populations (Baker,
2019). Including more diverse populations during design and testing of these tools will help
avoid tailoring to “roaming autodidacts” (Cottom, 2015) and assuming a baseline of western,
male whiteness against which other learners are compared. Fairness of these tools can be
evaluated with techniques such as slicing analysis (Gardner et al., 2019), which allows
researchers to evaluate model efficacy across demographic groups. As these types of
interventions scale, steps must be taken to minimize the risk of “re-identification” of anonymized
student data (Fischer et al., 2020) and questions of data ownership, collection, and access will
become important to reconsider over time and as legislation adjusts to novel uses of big data in
education (Lynch, 2017).
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Future Work
A simple next step for this type of work would be to expand what worked in the first
implementation and measure any increased efficacy as a result. Expanding worked example
tutorials in ASI activities to link to more experimentation concepts would likely be beneficial
based on expressed teacher desires. Additionally, electronic concept mapping tools could use an
in-world tutorial that gets groups fluent in the tool rapidly. More broadly, the role of worked
examples in the curriculum could be re-examined. Some of the introductory lessons provide
worked examples of how to test a hypothesis, but the just-in-time nature of the explanation via
tutorial could be leveraged more in ASI open worlds. While the attempt at clustering student
behaviors was not very informative here, other work has shown success using these methods in
authentic scientific activities (Peffer et al., 2019), and more work in this area is warranted. Use of
automated text scoring to generate customized feedback on scientific arguments has been shows
to help students revise their arguments (Lee et al., 2019), and similar features could be
implemented for student reflections in virtual world-based curriculum.
Additional work studying teacher behavior in their classes could shed more light on the
viability and utility of teacher-facing dashboards or reports. Unlike students, there is no
automated collection of data on teacher moves made in their classrooms while instructing ASI
lessons. Valuable work on teacher fidelity of implementation (McGivney et al., 2019) has
resulted in a qualitative coding rubric for teacher behavior that can be applied in conjunction
with new tools. Many teachers do circulate while students use EcoXPT and readily detect offtask behaviors, but others may spend too much time in one place or not circulate sufficiently.
Assessing if a dashboard or report may increasingly aid teachers who are not used to circulating
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adeptly would be a valuable way of understanding how such features could impact instruction in
different classrooms.
While showing teachers more detailed student data via the summary report was viewed as
very helpful, one teacher’s decision to show the visualization portion of the daily report to her
students directly opens additional avenues of research as well as interesting ethical questions.
From a research perspective, this teacher utilization of aggregate data may present internal
review board issues for students who have permission to participate, but not to have their data
used by researchers. If otherwise unavailable log file information is now being made available to
teachers, it may behoove designers to show students these data as well. Student-involved data
use required both teacher capacity to engage with data as well as the ability to foster that ability
in their students, but the empowerment and increased motivation seen in students with these
capacities is worth investigating further (Kennedy & Datnow, 2011; Jimerson et al., 2016).
While the “big brother”-like effect of keeping students on-task with the knowledge that their
actions could be observed by teachers and external researchers was seen as valuable and comical
by some teachers in this study, this view of data-driven formative feedback is not an intended
perspective on these features. A simple way to combat this is to make the data as transparent and
visible for both students and teachers, and to build student capacity for evaluating their own
learning data as well as water quality and experimental data from the curriculum.
While modeling group behaviors and shared representations of knowledge has potential
to lead to effective group-level interventions, there is currently no way to know which group
member is controlling the keyboard at any given time. In many computer-supported
collaborative learning activities, there is often a “driver” that is more actively in control of the
interface and activity, while a “passenger” assumes a more passive role and offers verbal
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suggestions (Shaer et al., 2011). Knowing which member is at the keyboard at any given time
could let researchers test if time is being split evenly, how time divisions vary by teacher, and if
different amounts of time spent “driving” are related to differential learning gains or greater prior
knowledge. It would also be possible to return to using multiple computers per group and
assigning each group member a role within the multi-user virtual environment as done in
EcoMUVE (Metcalf et al., 2013), but limitations of school hardware may prevent this, and the
communication between group members is altered when each student has a device.
In a collaborative setting such as this, the logged data do not currently capture the rich
dialog occurring within groups nor any of the non-verbal aspects of their collaboration (eye gaze,
body language, etc.) Advances in multi-modal learning analytics have shown how low-cost, high
frequency sensors can be used in classrooms to capture such data in real time and incorporate it
alongside other features (Worsley & Blikstein, 2015), and these techniques are being
increasingly used in game-based learning (Henderson et al., 2019). Drawing on the rich data and
findings gathered from mixed methods and qualitative case studies of EcoLEARN curricula,
novel quantitative information may be captured quickly and reliably that could augment log file
data and improve model quality. A case study comparing sensor data gathered from focal pairs to
qualitative observations made on a video recording of their activities would illuminate how these
novel features align with human coding. These quantitative data could then be incorporated in
feedback models to achieve a more holistic view of the group’s dynamic and current
understanding of the problem space. Sensor data can also be leveraged along with teacher
dashboards to enhance orchestration systems (Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2010) that include sensor
data (Muñoz-Cristóbal et al., 2017).
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Increasing interest in the game-based learning community has focused on narrativecentered collaborative problem-based learning (Mott et al., 2019) and this work will generate
open-ended data sets and continue to drive interest toward analytical techniques able to make
sense of the less linear activities. In addition to the potential to expand learning analytics to
support users, some of the narrative experiences themselves can adapt the flow of the narrative
based on participant actions in the virtual world. Work such as this also aligns with more general
efforts to design competency models for collaborative problem solving (Sun et al., 2020) that can
evaluate how well co-located student groups co-construct shared knowledge and divide
responsibilities dynamically. These analyses can look at how group dynamics change over time
and can be used to analyze some of the potential driver/passenger issues observed in immersive
virtual worlds.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
In summary, this study shows via multiple methods that a suite of simple tools derived
from group log files generated by an open-ended virtual environment for learning can positively
impact the quality of group work completed and their understanding along certain dimensions.
During comparisons with baseline EcoXPT, none of the newly introduced tools has shown to be
deleterious to performance in any respect due to cognitive load or any other unforeseen
consequence. In the process of analyzing this data, new opportunities for intervention have been
identified, and the efficacy of extant tools can potentially be improved based on user feedback.
Navigating the challenge of maintaining authenticity in scientific investigations while reducing
the occurrence of unproductive struggle is an ongoing challenge. Collapsing a complex task such
as that presented in EcoXPT to a series of “correct” moves to appease an algorithm is not a
desired outcome, but the addition of dynamic scaffolding to the virtual world can potentially aid
new teachers adopting such tools for the first time, as well as students for whom authentic
scientific inquiry is an entirely foreign concept.
While the longitudinal, fine-grained log file data provides a deep understanding of certain
aspects of the curriculum, it misses aspects of the group’s collaboration and has no way to record
teacher moves taking place during instruction. Ongoing work in NLP and MMLA can aid some
of these shortcomings, but analyses based on logged events will always miss certain aspects of
discourse or interaction that a teacher can readily observe. Conversely, the logged data can
capture information otherwise invisible to the teacher and report it in a timely, digestible manner.
The types of learning analytics presented in this dissertation are meant to empower teachers in
their classrooms and encourage students to best utilize their nascent investigatory skills. These
features can scaffold student learning in dynamic ways that fade as mastery of certain techniques
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are demonstrated. Continued work on these types of feedback tools can aid the EcoLEARN
group’s suite of curricula by leveraging one of the main affordances of virtual environments that
had not previously been utilized during implementations of the curricula.
In conclusion, this dissertation presents three major takeaway lessons for researchers and
designers interested in formative feedback and automated assessment in ASI/PBL or other openended virtual learning environments:
1) It is possible to design tools such as those in the LENS suite, automate their use
within an extant learning technology, and deploy them with a considerable level of
fidelity. While there are benefits to designing a platform and curriculum with tools
like these as a core feature, they still function well when added as a supplement to an
already vetted virtual environment.
2) Do not assume teachers will use the tools as instructed. Each classroom and instructor
is different and explicit guidance and instruction is needed to ensure new features are
not used in ways that might be deleterious to desired outcomes or run contrary to core
design philosophies.
3) Ensure that feedback aligns with overall curricular goals and classroom instruction as
well as best practices from the literature. Any time these tools strayed from this
guidance, the tool functioned poorly for students.
The successes of this suite of tools is a testament to the success of the design-based
research philosophy embraced by the EcoLEARN team, as many features and tools were
designed explicitly around prior feedback from teachers and research findings from previous
implementations. Co-designing tools for their use and soliciting honest feedback at every step of
the process is an essential component towards achieving meaningful results in learning analytics.
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Continuing to triangulate model output with observations and interviews is the only way to
ensure the utility and veracity of these results. Standing on the shoulders of a decade of prior
work in this group as well as several decades of related work in ITS and game-based learning,
this study will hopefully be of use to other developers of virtual environments for learning who
hope to embrace inquiry or open-ended collaborative learning.
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Appendix A: EcoXPT Survey
Which of the following is an example of an experiment?
Drawing a graph that shows the levels of different substances (like nitrates) found in a pond.
Recording observations in a notebook of the animals that visit a specific part of a wetland.
Running a computer simulation to predict the weather based on air temperature, wind speed and cloud
cover.
Adding different amounts of food to different fish tanks to see how it affects fish health.
Which of the following is an example of an experiment?
Adding baking soda and vinegar to a model of a volcano to simulate an eruption.
Planting some seeds in the sun and some in the shade and measuring how much they grow.
Recording the number of birds that visit your bird feeder every day for a month.
Installing sensors to measure the amount of air pollution in different neighborhoods.
Which of the following is an example of an experiment?
Providing different kinds of toys in different hamster cages to see how toys affect hamster activity
levels.
Measuring and comparing the size of apples from wild apple trees to apples bought at the store to
decide which is best for your health.
Using a formula and mixing together two chemicals in a beaker to create a solution in the laboratory.
Asking 10 neighbors about their opinions on a proposed community recycling program to report back
to the city council.
Scientists may use multiple methods to investigate an ecosystem. Below is a list of possible methods an
ecosystem scientist might use to investigate changes taking place in a wetland. Their goal is to generate
evidence to support an explanation.
Rate how strongly you agree with each option (strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree,
strongly agree):
"To generate evidence to support an explanation, an ecosystem scientist would..."
... put a harmless chemical in the water of the wetland to see how it moves.
... conduct an experiment outside in the wetland.
... make observations and take notes about changes in the wetland.
... put up signs that ask visitors to pick up litter they find near the wetland.
... set up an experiment in a lab to create conditions similar to the wetland.
... build a computer simulation to explore the relationships among factors in the wetland.
An ecosystem scientist is interested in whether drought affects plants in a grassland ecosystem. (note –
drought is a period of below-average rainfall). Below is a list of possible methods she might use to
investigate changes taking place in the grassland. Her goal is to generate evidence to support an
explanation.
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Rate how strongly you agree with each option (strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree,
strongly agree):
"To generate evidence to support an explanation, an ecosystem scientist would..."
... set up a lab experiment to control the amount of water plants get and measure how they respond.
... add a harmless chemical to the water to measure how much water is taken up by plants.
... run a computer simulation to predict rates of plant death given different amounts of rain.
... create an outdoor experiment to mimic a drought and see what happens to the plants.
... set up a system to water the grassland to make sure there aren’t any more droughts.
... make observations about the number and kinds of plants that grow in the grassland.
An ecosystem scientist is investigating changes in an ecosystem. She will use multiple approaches to
generate evidence to support an explanation.
Rate how strongly you agree with each option (strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree,
strongly agree):
"To generate evidence to support an explanation, an ecosystem scientist would..."
... release a natural chemical into the ecosystem to see where it goes.
... set up an experiment outside in the ecosystem to see how weather affects it.
... build a model or simulation to better understand the system.
... do what she can to stop the changes from happening.
... make observations and take notes to understand what is typical.
... set up an experiment in a lab to control the conditions.
Data show that in countries where people eat more chocolate, there are more college graduates. The
quotes below tell what other students decided must be true based only on the underlined information.
What do you think about each statement? Choose agree or disagree for each statement:
"The data show that eating chocolate causes you to graduate from college."
"The data show that college students like to eat chocolate."
"The data show that people who go to college have more money to buy chocolate."
"The data show that there is a correlation between higher levels of chocolate eating and higher levels of
college graduates."
"The data show that eating chocolate helps you to study and therefore to graduate."
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student A: "There may be no causal relationship at all between the amount of chocolate eaten and the
number of college graduates. It may be a coincidence.”
Student B: “There has to be a causal relationship between the amount of chocolate eaten and the
number of college graduates. Otherwise they would not both go up at the same time.”
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student C: “When two variables go up and down at the same time, it proves that one causes the other
to change.”
Student D: “When two variables go up and down at the same time, a third variable might cause both
of them to go up and down at the same time.”
Development of this survey was supported by the National Science Foundation through Grant No. 1416781 and was
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Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student E: “Chocolate eating and college graduation both go up and down at the same time, so it
proves that one causes the other to change.”
Student F: “Something else might cause both higher amounts of chocolate to be eaten and higher
numbers of college graduates.”
Data show that when rainfall levels go up, the numbers of squirrels increase. The quotes below tell what
other students decided must be true based only on the underlined information.
What do you think about each statement? Choose agree or disagree for each statement.
"The data show that squirrels need a lot of water to live."
"The data show that squirrels are happier when it rains."
"The data show that squirrels live high in trees so they don’t wash away in floods."
"The data show that there is a correlation between higher amounts of squirrels and higher amounts of
rain."
"The data show that more rain results in more plants and that causes more food so more squirrels
survive."
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student A: "There may be no causal relationship at all between the number of squirrels and the
amount of rain. It may be a coincidence."
Student B: "There has to be a causal relationship between the number of squirrels and the amount of
rain. Otherwise they would not both go up at the same time."
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student C: "When two variables go up and down at the same time, it proves that one causes the other
to change."
Student D: "When two variables go up and down at the same time, a third variable might cause both
of them to go up and down at the same time."
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student E: "The number of squirrels and the levels of rain both go up and down at the same time, so it
proves that one causes the other to change."
Student F: "Something else might cause both higher numbers of squirrels and higher levels of rain."
Data show that when algae levels in a pond go up, the numbers of daphnia increase. The quotes below tell
what other students decided must be true based only on the underlined information.
What do you think about each statement? Choose agree or disagree for each statement.
"The data show that daphnia need algae to live."
"The data show that daphnia like when there is a lot of algae."
"The data show that daphnia hide in the algae so that they don’t get eaten by predators."
"The data show that there is a correlation between higher amounts of algae and higher amounts of
daphnia."
"The data show that more algae result in more food for things that eat daphnia so more daphnia survive."
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student A: “There may be no causal relationship at all between the amount of algae in a pond and the
number of daphnia. It may be a coincidence.”
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Student B: “There has to be a causal relationship between the amount of algae in a pond and the
number of daphnia. Otherwise they would not both go up at the same time.”
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student C: “When two variables go up and down at the same time, it proves that one causes the other
to change.”
Student D: “When two variables go up and down at the same time, a third variable might cause both
of them to go up and down at the same time.”
Choose which of these two students you agree with more:
Student E: “The levels of algae and the levels of daphnia both go up and down at the same time, so it
proves that one causes the other to change.”
Student F: “Something else might cause both higher amounts of algae and higher numbers of
daphnia.”
Imagine that one day there are many dead frogs at the edge of a local pond. Below are a few statements
made by different residents of the neighborhood near the pond, suggesting what to do to find out why the
frogs died.
Show how much you agree or disagree with the different statements (Disagree, Somewhat disagree,
Neutral, Somewhat agree, Agree):
We need to look for clues in areas next to the pond, like neighborhoods.
It's a bad idea to only focus on the things at the edge of the pond.
It is important to search for clues far away from the edge of the pond.
Looking for clues far away from the edge of the pond is a waste of time.
The most important clues can be found at the edge of the pond.
We need to think about what was happening a few days before we found the dead frogs.
It's a bad idea to only look for clues from the day we found the dead frogs.
We can find out what happened to the frogs if we try to find clues from days before they died.
Thinking about what has been going on in the days before the frogs died is a waste of time.
The most important clues can be found on the day that the frogs died.
We need to focus on the things we can see.
It's a bad idea to only focus on the things we can see.
It's important to look for hidden things when trying to discover why the frogs died.
Looking for things we can't see is a waste of time.
The most important clues are the ones we can see easily.
We need to find the people who made the frogs die.
Something specific must have caused the frogs to die.
Someone must be responsible for killing the frogs.
We need to find the one thing that made the frogs die.
A person or animal probably killed the frogs.
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Which is a living factor within an ecosystem?
The type of climate in a given region
The animals that consume other animals
The amount of helium gas in the air
The rate of flow of water in a river
During photosynthesis, plants use sunlight and _____________?
Release oxygen into the environment.
Take carbon out of the soil.
Break down nitrogen into energy.
Release carbon dioxide in the air.
Which is a nonliving factor within an ecosystem?
The average rainfall in the ecosystem
The animals that consume other animals in the ecosystem
The number of trees in the ecosystem
The amount of bacteria in the ecosystem
Which is released as a result of plants doing photosynthesis?
Carbon dioxide
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Water
The diagram shows the feeding relationships between populations of organisms in an area. The arrows
point from the organisms being eaten to the organisms that eat them.
Using only the relationships between the organisms shown in the diagram,
which of the following populations of organisms could be affected if the
number of frogs changes?
Only the frog population could be affected.
Only the populations of plants, beetles, and bears could be affected.
Only the populations of beetles, hawks, bears, and owls could be
affected.
The populations of all of the organisms shown in the diagram could be
affected.
How do decomposers obtain their food?
By consuming living plant materials.
By hunting and killing other organisms.
By absorbing food from dead organisms.
By producing food from oxygen and sunlight.
Which process uses oxygen to break apart sugars for energy?
Circulation
Digestion
Photosynthesis
Respiration
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Which of these best describes what happens to dead matter in an ecosystem?
"Nothing happens to it because it is dead.”
“It gets buried in the soil or mud and stays there.”
“It is consumed by tiny bacteria that are too small to see.”
“Rotting makes the dead matter disappear.”
The diagram below shows the feeding relationships between insects, birds, and cats.

Which of the following statements best describes what will happen to the number of birds if most of the
cats move away from a neighborhood?
The number of birds will increase because there will be fewer cats to eat them.
The number of birds will decrease because there will be fewer cats for the birds to eat.
The number of birds will stay the same because changes in the number of cats will not affect them.
The number of birds will decrease because the birds will follow the cats.

If all of the small fish in the pond died suddenly from a disease that killed only the small fish, what would
happen in the next month to the large fish in the pond?
There would be more large fish in the pond.
There would be fewer large fish in the pond.
The amount of large fish would be the same.
The amount of large fish is not affected by the small fish.

Use the food web to answer the following question.
According to the diagram, which of the following living things
would be affected if the grasses decreased?
only grasshoppers would be affected
only grasshoppers and bacteria would be affected
only grasshoppers, bacteria, and frogs would be affected
grasshoppers, bacteria, frogs, and snakes would be affected
Which of the following best describes what happens as decomposers (like bacteria) get energy to live?
they make animals sick during the process
they release water during the process
they use energy from the sun during the process
they take up oxygen during the process
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Click the button that shows how confident you are that you can do the following science tasks.
How confident are you... (not at all confident = 1, completely confident = 6)
... that you can investigate what causes change in an environment?
... that you can do the kinds of things that scientists do?
... that you can look at data that you collect and notice patterns?
... that you can investigate the relationships between organisms and their environment?
... that you can investigate the reasons why things happen in nature?
... that you can use tables and graphs to figure things out?
... that you can investigate the kinds of problems that an ecosystem scientist would investigate?
Click the button that best describes how true or false each statement is for you.
(Definitely False, Mostly False, A Little Bit False, A Little Bit True, Mostly True, Definitely True)
Being involved in science is a key part of who I am.
I can see science-related activities as being a part of my future.
I consider myself a science person.
I can imagine myself being involved in a science-related career.
I am interested in learning about nature.
I have no interest in learning about the environment.
I would like to learn more about environmental science.
I am interested in learning about ecosystems.
Click the button that best describes how much you agree with each statement.
(Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, Somewhat Agree, Agree, Strongly Agree)
The most reliable scientific knowledge is the kind that has been confirmed by many types of evidence.
To decide whether something I read about science is true, I have to check if other sources of evidence say
the same thing.
To find claims that are false in science, it is important to check several different sources of information.
One test is usually enough to decide what is right in science.
Two students are arguing about the best way to do science.
Brandon: In order to do good science, scientists have to do controlled experiments to test their
hypotheses.
Jamal: While experiments are one important way to do science, the strongest science ideas are supported
by multiple kinds of evidence.
Brandon: Ok, but if a scientist does one good experiment to prove the idea, that can be enough.
With whom do you agree? Read all the choices before choosing one.
I agree almost entirely with Brandon.
Although I agree more with Brandon, I think Jamal makes some good points.
I agree (or disagree) equally with Jamal and Brandon.
Although I agree more with Jamal, I think Brandon makes some good points.
I agree almost entirely with Jamal.
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Two students are arguing about the best way for a scientist to investigate changes in an ecosystem.
Emma: As long as a scientist does an experiment to test their hypothesis, they will figure out what is
causing changes in the ecosystem.
Jasmine: In order to figure out what causes change in an ecosystem, scientists need to consider whether
the results of their experiment match with other evidence.
Emma: Well, that might be true, but if the two don’t match, then the scientist should base their conclusion
on the results of the experiment.
With whom do you agree? Read all the choices before choosing one.
I agree almost entirely with Emma.
Although I agree more with Emma, I think Jasmine makes some good points.
I agree (or disagree) equally with Jasmine and Emma.
Although I agree more with Jasmine, I think Emma makes some good points.
I agree almost entirely with Jasmine.
Two students are discussing ecosystem science: Leticia: My own knowledge about ecosystem science
may change as I learn more, but overall ecosystem scientists know how ecosystems work. Nisha: I
agree that my knowledge about ecosystem science may change as I learn more, but I also think scientists
are always learning new things about how ecosystems work.
With whom do you agree? Read all the choices before choosing one.
I agree almost entirely with Leticia.
I agree more with Leticia, but I think Nisha makes a good point.
I agree (or disagree) equally with Nisha and Leticia.
I agree more with Nisha, but I think Leticia makes a good point.
I agree almost entirely with Nisha.
Jose: In my opinion, science ideas can change. Things we think are "facts" today may turn out to wrong
later.
Miguel: I have a different opinion. Once experiments have been done and an explanation has been made,
the matter is pretty much settled. There’s little room for argument.
With whom do you agree? Read all the choices before choosing one.
I agree almost entirely with Jose.
Although I agree more with Jose, I think Miguel makes some good points.
I agree (or disagree) equally with Miguel and Jose.
Although I agree more with Miguel, I think Jose makes some good points.
I agree almost entirely with Miguel.
Lupe: Some scientists think the dinosaurs died out because of volcanic eruptions, and others think they
died out because an asteroid hit the Earth. Why can’t the scientists agree?
Samantha: Maybe the evidence supports both ideas. There’s often more than one way to interpret the
facts. So we have to figure out what the facts mean.
Lupe: I’m not so sure. In stuff like personal relationships or poetry, things can be ambiguous. But in
science, the facts speak for themselves.
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With whom do you agree? Read all the choices before choosing one.
I agree almost entirely with Lupe.
I agree more with Lupe, but I think Samantha makes some good points.
I agree (or disagree) equally with Samantha and Lupe.
I agree more with Samantha, but I think Lupe makes some good points.
I agree almost entirely with Samantha.
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Appendix B: EcoXPT Daily Activities
Day One: Students begin exploring EcoXPT and focus on getting to know the layout of the
world, what organisms live there (both micro- and macroscopic), and how the field guide tool
works. They are introduced to a thinking move called Deep Seeing. The camera, field guide,
submarine, and notebook tools are available.
Day Two: Students continue exploring EcoXPT and focus on traveling over time and seeing
what can be learned on different days. They may also start collecting water quality
measurements and gathering data for those measurements across time. The weather tool,
population tool, and Data View are also unlocked on the second day and some students will find
them and use them. They will be more formally introduced on Day Three.
Day Three: Students discover the fish die-off, focus on their initial hypotheses about what may
have happened, and begin collecting evidence in support of their hypotheses. They are
introduced the Evidence Seeking move. As they collect pieces of information, or evidence for
what might be happening in the world, they are able to collect evidence in relation to each claim.
The opening PPT draws their attention to the Population Tool, Data View, and Weather Tool.
Day Four: Students continue seeking evidence in support of their ideas about what happened to
the fish. They are introduced to the Pattern Seeking move as they explore patterns in the data that
suggest what might be going on.
Day Five: Students continue seeking evidence in support of their ideas about what happened to
the fish. They are introduced to a concept mapping tool that will help them to make possible
connections and seek evidence for each claim represented in their concept map.
Day Six: Students continue seeking evidence in support of their ideas about what happened to
the fish and exploring patterns in the data that suggest what might be going on. Once they have
discovered patterns between algae, bacteria, and the fish die off, they are introduced to the
differences between correlation and causation and the Analyzing Causality move. All
experimental tools are unlocked so that they can begin to conduct experiments to confront some
problems in reasoning only from patterns and will begin to see how it is important to explore the
mechanisms behind the patterns.
Day Seven: Students focus on asking questions about what might be going on in the ecosystem
and investigating what might be happening. They continue working with the Evidence Seeking
and Analyzing Causality moves to hypothesize about what might have happened in the world.
The Atom Tracker is introduced.
Day Eight: Students reflect on what they do and do not know with a focus on getting the
information they need to understand what is going on. As part of a class discussion, they
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consider the difference between seeing patterns and determining causality. They continue to
refine their questions and make sure they have evidence to back up their claims.
Day Nine: Students continue constructing their explanations, conducting experiments, and using
the evidence from their experiments to understand what is going on in the ecosystem. They are
introduced to the Constructing Explanations move. It is used along with the Concept Mapping
tool to support them in making sense of the “big picture” as they put all of their clues together.
Day Ten: Students begin compiling their evidence and preparing to present their work to others.
Students focus on building the fullest explanation that they can with their concept maps. As they
are working, the teacher circulates and helps them to find gaps in their explanation. They use
confirming and disconfirming evidence to support their explanation. With help from the visual
cues/codes in the concept maps, they reflect on the kinds of evidence they are using and
determine if there may be information that is missing from their explanation.
Day Eleven: For the first third of class, students continue preparing their concept maps to present
to the class. They make sure that all of their evidence is listed and that there are no gaps in their
explanations. They include confirming and disconfirming evidence in their concept maps. The
teacher then stops them and asks them to carefully review their evidence and concept maps.
Students write an individual essay explaining what they think happened to the fish.
Day Twelve: Students share their findings for what happened at the pond. They listen carefully
to each other’s presentations to help their classmates discover what is well-supported in their
arguments and where evidence for claims may be missing. If conducted as a whole class
discussion, it is facilitated so that all of the students are able to contribute aspects of the complex
causal scenario underlying what happened in the ecosystem. The session underscores that a good
explanation is a well-supported, well-reasoned one in which the mechanisms for the causal
connections are explained.
Day Thirteen: This is a day of reflection on the big lessons from EcoXPT. It is not about the
explanation that they came up with but about the messages that they learned about science,
ecosystems science, and coming up with an explanation. Students have an opportunity to reflect
upon their own ideas and then the class discusses it.
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Appendix C: Teacher Interview Protocol
•

(Remind teachers about newly added features) Did you see students using these new tools
during their investigations?

•

Did they ever mention them being helpful or confusing?

•

Did students mention preferring automatic help or help on request?

•

Did you use the reflection prompts with your classes? Did you find them helpful?

•

How did you make use of the several teacher reports you received during the curriculum?

•

Did the visualization at the top help direct your attention?

•

Did the notes at the bottom help direct your attention?

•

What behaviors did you notice when students were stuck?

•

How do you distinguish between being stuck and productively struggling?

•

What kinds of supports would you find most helpful in teaching EcoXPT?

•

(new teachers) How does this type of instruction differ from what you’re used to?

•

(veteran teachers) How has your use of these kinds of curricula changed over time?
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